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CHAPTER I 

BLAKE i'sND J IMS ON PARALLELS 

The Importance of William Blake's poetry and philosophy 

in The Korse's Mouth has never been fully explored, yet it is 

intrinsically important to an understanding of Cary's novel. 

Blake is an alter ego as well as a spiritual mentor for 

Gulley Jimson. Obvious parallels between the two men are 

abundant. Blake was a native of London, who used his city 

as a background for his artistic achievements. Gulley 

Jimson's story is situated in London also, and he must know 

his city in order to survive so that he can.,-create. The 

character Jimson was based on a friend of Joyce Gary, Sir 

Stanley Gilbert, who was noted for painting epic scenes on 

walls and quoting Blake and the Bible."1" In 1808, Blake 

attempted to revive wall painting not only because he felt 

that it was a lost art, but because he thought that his 
2 

invention of a portable fresco would bring in revenue. 

Jimson finds that the only true way of expressing himself is 

by painting on walls. Both men are intensely religious in 

their idea of life in general ana of the beauty of the 

"'"Malcolm Foster, Joyce Carv: A Biography (Boston, 
1968), p. 375. 

2 
Alexander Gilchrist, The Life of William B1ake 

(London, 1863), p. 246. 



human body, feeling that sexuality and artistic creativity 

are the same types of energy, with the former ultimately 

•5 

culminating in the latter. To Blake and to Jimson, the 

imagination is more than something intangible which expresses 

Itself in epiphanous experiences; it is a way of life. The 

theme of freedom is dominant in both Blake's poetry and The 

Horse's Mouth. Jimson and Blake are artists rejected by 

4 

their eras, living in poverty and dependent upon patrons 

for support. Sir William Hayley, Blake's patron, urged the 

artist to paint and to write in a more conventional manner 

than he was prone to do so that Blake could earn money. 

Gulley Jimson's benefactor, George Hickson, tries to convince 

Gulley that he should return to his impressionistic tech-

niques in order to bring in revenue. Blake" and Jimson have 

ambivalent feelings toward their sponsors, appreciating and 

depending upon financial aid, yet resenting intrusions into 

their lives and art. Finally, one of the most important 

parallels existing between the two artists is their choice 

of Biblical epics for illustration which reflects their 

essentially religious views of life. 

It should be made clear that Gulley Jimson is not a 

twentieth-century William Blake. While admiring parts of 

Blake's poetry and mythology, Gulley does not always agree 
3 
Andrew Wright, Joyce Gary: A Preface to His Novels 

(New York, 1957),. p. 128.. ' " 
4 
Hazard Adams, "Blake and Gulley Jimson: English 

Symbolists, " Critique: Studies in Modern Fiction. Ill 
(Spring-Fall, 1959), 3-14. 



with the eighteenth-century poet. In speaking of how he 

would rear a child, Gulley states the following; "Also I 

was going to teach my kid to know all of Blake's poetry 

and. what it means and what is wrong with it. . . Perhaps 

the major difference between the two artists is that Blake 

took both life and art seriously; that is, he believed that 

his actions might redeem mankind. Gulley knows that his art 

probably will not have any influence on man. The completion 

of a work is not important to Jlmson; the act of creating 

is. 

Because the act of creation has such great significance 

for Jlmson, he is dictating his memoir to a young friend, 

Nosy 3arbon, while recuperating in a London hospital after 

having fallen from his painting, "The Creation." Finding 

that he cannot paint with a brush, Jimson feels compelled 

to paint with words. The year is about 1938, and Gulley 

relates the events of the previous year which center around 

his attempts to create three paintings: "The Fall," "The 

Raising of Lazarus," and "The Creation." 

Gulley begins his story by describing his situation 

after his being released from prison. He is, as usual, 

without money, but Jimson is not worried. He thinks that 

he will be able to borrow money from his friend, Coker, a 

^Joyce Cary, The Horse's Mouth (New York, 1959)» p. 265. 
All further references to this novel are from this edition, 
and subsequent page numbers will be incorporated into the 
body of the text in parentheses. 
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barmaid at a pub called "The Eagle."' Unfortunately, he 

receives a rude reception from her, but Gulley is not 

rebuffed; she is generally blunt. 

While Jimson waits for Coker's mood to soften, he 

visits his studio, a converted boat-shed. He finds prac-

tically all of the windows broken, his paints stolen, and 

his painting altered. Even worse, local children have cut 

Adam's midsection out of "The Fall." Nevertheless, Gulley 

is not discouraged; he is happy enough to find that his 

painting is still in some of its original form. Invigorated 

by the contact with his art, Jimson returns to "The Eagle" 

both to see his old friend Coker and to borrow money. 

However, instead of receiving money from Coker, Gulley 

receives an order to accompany her on a visit to the home 

of Sara Monday, Gulley's former mistress. Sara is respon-

sible for selling a collection of paintings to Jimson's 

onetime patron,, George Hickson. Coker wants to use Sara 

as a witness against Hickson, hoping that Gulley will-be 

paid a fair price for the canvasses which Hickson has pur-

chased so cheaply.. And, in turn, she wants Jimson to pay 

her the money which he owes her. 

After having paid a visit to Sara, Coker and Jimson 

visit Hickson's home.. There. Coker confronts the weak art 

patron with accusations of injustice while Jimson amuses 

himself with Hickson's art- collection. Unfortunately, 

Gulley inadvertently pockets a few Japanese netsukes, is 

arrested, and sent to jail for.six months. 



While Gulley is in prison, he receives a letter from a 

W. A. Alabaster, a man who wants to write Jimson's biography. 

Thinking that Alabaster is either nonexistent or insane, 

Jimson does not take the letter seriously. However, when 

Gulley is released from prison, Alabaster arranges an 

interview with him. Not only is the penniless young man 

anxious to write Gulley's biography, but he has arranged 

for Hickson to pay the costs of publication. Since both 

men are without means of support, Gulley offers a business 

proposition to Alabaster: if he will introduce Gulley to Sir 

William and Lady Beeder, Alabaster's rich patrons, then Gulley 

will give Alabaster a portion of any money he receives from 

the Beeders1 purchase of his art. Alabaster accepts Gulley1s 

offer and soon arranges for Jimson to have tea with the 

Beeders. 

Jimson is graciously accepted by Sir William and Lady 

Beeder, even after he criticizes Lady Flora's water color 

attempts. As a magnanimous gesture, Jimson offers to create a 

wall painting for the Beeders. And, even though his offer is 

not accepted, Gulley carries out his proposal after the 

Beeders leave for America. He simply takes up residence 

in the luxurious Beeder apartment. In order to fulfill his 

promise of a wall painting, Gulley hocks household items 

so that he can buy paint and food. Also, an uninvited 

sculptor, Abel, and his wife, Lollie, move into the apart-

ment. Despite the fact that the dust created by Abel's 



artistic efforts disturbs him, Gulley begins "The Raising of 

Lazarus." Unfortunately, his work is interrupted by the 

unexpected arrival of the Seeders. Having hocked everything 

in the entire apartment, including the kitchen linoleum 

and the chain to the water-closet, Gulley decides that he 

must leave London for a short time instead of risking being, 

arrested. 

Nosy Barbon accompanies Gulley on a brief excursion 

which takes them to the British countryside. When he returns, 

he finds that Hickson has died. Knowing that his only 

possible source of income is an early study of "The Bath," 

his most famous painting, Jimson goes to see Sara Monday, 

who has been hiding several canvasses for sentimental 

reasons. ' 

Sara tricks Gulley once by giving, him rolled news-

papers, but Jimson knows his former mistress1 ways, and 

abandons her at a pub one afternoon. Gulley hurries to 

Sara's apartment, but just as he opens her trunk where the 

painting is hidden, Sara walks in. She screams for the 

police, and before Jimson kno-ws what has happened, he:pushes 

her down the cellar stairs.. Again, Gulley barely escapes 

being caught by the police.. 

Immediately after the episode at Sara's, Gulley finds 

that his former benefactor has left "The Bath" to the 

nation* and that It is on. display at the Tate Museum., 

Knowing that Beeder will pay a large sum of money for 
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anything connected with "The Bath," Jimson makes a copy 

of his painting and sells it to them. 

The money obtained from the Seeders enables Jimson to 

begin his third painting, "The Creation." Having rented a 

deserted chapel, Jimson hires a group of young artists to 

help him finish his apocalyptic painting on one of the 

chapel's walls. Only fear that Sara has revealed his name 

to the police lessens Gulley's happiness, but he soon 

receives news that Sara gave a false description of her 

assailant before her death. This final act of forgiveness 

has a twofold effect on Gulley: it evokes genuine grief 

and it completes Jimson's vision of her as the eternal woman 

which is reflected in "The Creation." Unfortunately, the 

chapel has been condemned, and demolition crews destroy the 

building even as Jimson is desperately trying to finish his 

painting. Old age, excitement, and a fall from his scaf-

folding combine to cause a stroke for Gulley. 

However, while he is on his way to the hospital, Jimson 

recalls a line from William Blake—"Go love without the help 

of anything on earth" (p. 311)—and this enables him to put 

seemingly tragic events into perspective. This reference 

illustrates to Jimson that his life's work has not necessarily 

been in vain. 

In his memoirs, Jimson uses Blake's poetry often and 

in a number of ways. Some quotations literally comment on 

and expand states of mind while others are used ironically. 
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Ideological problems of his paintings are also reconciled by 

Jimson's use of Blake, but at 'times Gulley finds that he can 

escape reality by reciting passages of Blake. A few quo-

tations are purely descriptive. Jimson also adopts Blakean 

jargon for frequent use in descriptive portions of his 

reminiscence. 

Gulley introduces his readers to Blake on the first 

page of Gary's novel. Having been released from prison the 

artist comments on the Thames. The oil floating on the 

surface is like ". . .a viper swimming in skim milk. The 

old serpent, symbol of nature and love" (p. 1). Freudian 

in form, the serpent is also a Blake figure, Ore, who is 

bound to a rock by his parents, assumes the form of a snake, 

and becomes a revolutionary.^ As an artist', Gulley is a 

refractory character by the very definition of his pro-

fession. He is bound to necessities of life, symbolized by 

the rock, yet, like Ore, Gulley rebels. Because he is a 

rebel against society's constricting power, Jimson relishes 

being free. The following quotation from "Europe" expresses 

Jimson's feeling of freedom and celebration: 

Five windows light the caverned man, through one he 
breathes the air ' 
Through one hears music of the spheres, through 
one can look 

And see small portions of the eternal world (p..l). 

Gulley, a man with acute senses, uses them to see beyond 

the appearance of things.. By using his imagination, .he 

^Stanley Gardner, Infinity on the Anvil: A Critical 
Study of Blake's Poetry (Oxford", 19540, p. 95« 
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is able to see the unusual In the ordinary, beauty in a 

river covered with scum. 

Another example of Jimson's use of Blake's poetry to 

express a state of mind occurs after Gulley sees Sara Monday 

the first time after his release from prison. Gulley 

remembers Blake's America, yet gives the passage an indi-

vidual gloss: 

Because the soul of sweet delight can never be 
defiled. 
Fires enwrap the earthly globe, yet man is not 
consumed. 
Amid the lustful fires he walks, and polishes his 
doorknob (p. 33)• 

This passage describes Sara's essential quality, her eternal 

innocence, which is the reason for Jimson's attraction to 

her. Blake too admires Sara's type of woman in his poetry: 

one who never loses her childlike innocence and sense of 

pleasure despite her sexual experiences. Gulley's alteration 

of the phrase ". . .and polishes his doorknob" in America 

illustrates his recognition of Sara's artistic love for the 

home. In this sense, he gives Blake's poetry a very per-

sonal application. 

After Gulley and Coker visit Sara, he indulges in a 

walking reverie. Coker takes charge of Gulley after he 

walks off a curb: 

"Up with you," said Coker, pushing me on the bus, and 
planting me between a navvy smelling like an old stable 
and an old woman with a sore nose and a basket full of 
pig's food. 

For every generated body in its inward form 
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Is a garden of delight and a building of magnificence 
built by the sons of Los 
And the herbs and flowers and furniture and beds and 
chambers 
Continually woven in the looms of Enitharmon's 
daughters 
In bright cathedrons golden domes with care and love 
and tears. 

That is to say, old Billy Blake dreamed dreams while 
Mrs. Blake emptied the pot (p.- 34-)• 

Golden Larsen states that this episode is a blatant example 

of Gulley1s ironic attitude toward Blake,? and he is correct; 

however, in light o-f what Jimson says on the following page, 

the above passage is not exclusively ironic. The people 

surrounding Jimson are all artists in their own right; they 

can be "gardens of delight." Gulley comments on the market 

he observes during his bus ride: 

There was a street market on the curb. Swarms of old 
•women in black cloaks jostling along like bugs in a 
crack. Stalls covered with blue-silver shining pots, 
ice-white jugs, heaps of fish, white-silver, white-
green, and kipper gold; forests of cabbage; green as 
the Atlantic, and rucked all over in permanent wave. 
Works of passion and imagination. Somebody's dream 
girls.. Somebody's dream pots, jugs, fish. Somebody's 
love supper. Somebody's old girl chasing up a titbit 
for the old china. The world of imagination is the 
world of eternity. Old Sara looking at a doorknob. 
Looking at my old ruins. The spiritual life (p. 35). 

Gulley suggests that imaginative Ideas for the pots and jugs 

exist, and that the makers of such objects create just as 

much as he does• The f&eling put into creating a dinner is 

equal to the passion Jimson puts into his painting. 

"^Golden Larsen,. The Dark Descent: Social Change and 
Moral Responsibility in the Novels of Joyce Carv (London, 
1965), p. 164. 
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Another example of Ironic use of Blake occurs when 

Coker takes Gulley to her apartment so that he will have 

shelter and a bed to sleep in during a storm. Jimson sees 

the girl's forearm as beautiful, and wants to use it for his 

Eve in "The Fall." He recites a portion of "The Daughters 

of Albion": 

And this is the manner of the daughters of Albion in 
their beauty, 
Everyone is Threefold in Head and Heart and Reins, 
and everyone 
Has three gates'into the three Heavens of Beulah 
which shine 
Translucent in their Foreheads and their Bosoms and 
their Loins 
Surrounded with fire unapproachable. But whom they 
please 
They take up into their heavens in intoxicating 
delight (p. 90). 

Not only is Coker extremely unattractive, fciaving no shape 

and an ugly face; she entirely lacks imagination. She is 

by no means qualified to take anyone to his "heavens of 

Intoxicating delight." Also, Coker has invited Gulley Into 

her apartment and bed begrudgingly because she wants to keep 

him alive so that he can repay her money which he has 

borrowed. She has no time for art, and appears relentless 

in what she sees as a pursuit of justice. Coker is so 

preoccupied with her own plans for monetary gain that when 

Jimson tells her that he wants to sketch her arm, she an-

swers by asking him to "'hurry up and finish your tea'" 

(p. 90). 

Jimson also uses Blake's poetry as an escape. When-

ever he does not want to contend with an unpleasant 
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situation, Gulley falls into a recollection of Blake. The 

most obvious example of his use of Blake as an escape occurs 

when Mr. Plant brings two preachers to Gulley"s boathouse to 

observe his painting, "The Fall." Jimson immediately begins 

thinking of "The Mental Traveller," the hero of which is 

analogous to both Blake and Jimson. 

When Goker forces Gulley to accompany her to Hickson's 

in order to see about reparations for him, the artist slips 

into Blake while Goker argues with Hickson; 

I took another sheet and let my hand run over it. 
But I couldn't make out why -I gave poor 2ve-0othoon a 
head as big as her body, and little fat legs, and why 
she was trying not to hear Hickson and Coker who were 
getting quite excited over the papers (p. 103). 

The Blakean figure Oothoon, who is pictured as trying to 

cover her ears, emphasizes Jimson's need to escape his 

situation. He is too busy worrying about the ideological 

content of "The Fall" to be bothered with a mundane argument 

over money. 

During this episode Gulley also uses Blake to work out 

ideas of "The Fall." Through reciting portions of "Visions 

of the Daughters of Albion," he discovers that the feeling 

of innocence achieved through experience has been missing 

from his painting: 

Now the idea is this, I said to myself, making a blot 
and spitting in it, in order to draw Bromion's face 
the right shade of blue. That the soul of innocence, 
maidenhood, could never be destroyed so long, as it 
lived in the free spirit. For it would always be new 
created in real virginity. The virginity of the soul 
which never allows experience to grow stale (p. 104). 
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This idea, an essential one in Gary's novel, will be dis-

cussed more thoroughly in a later chapter. 

Gulley1s application of Blakean jargon to his world 

illustrates the spiritual closeness of the two artists. 

Perhaps the title The Horse's Mouth is Blakean in origin. 

Early in Blake1s poetry the horse is used as a symbol of 
O 

unrestrained energy and imagination. When Jimson speaks 

of an idea as being straight from the horse, he means the 

creative imagination, or what 31ake called the spirit of 

God.^ After attending a lecture at Mr. Plant's home, Jimson 

wants to return to his painting: "And I hurried round to 

the shed. Well, what, I said. It might be something. 

Probably not. But the fact was, I had got the feeling it 

was straight from the horse" (p. 21). After Mr. Plant 

and two preachers visit Gulley and destroy his vision with 

their attempts to analyze "The Fall," Jimson tries to 

explain to Nosy Barbon why he is scraping out the fish he 

has just painted: 
"They're dead.. They don't swim—they don't speak, 
they don't click, they don't work, they don't do 
anything, at all." "But why don't they?" God knows. 
But he won't go into details. The truth is, THE 
OLD HORSE DOESN'T SPEAK ONLY HORSE. And. I can't 
speak only Greenbank" (p. 43). 

God does not always reveal imaginative visions-through sheer 

8Ibld ... p. 31.. 
Q 
Northrop Frye, Fearful Symmetry: A Study of- William 

Blake (Princeton, 19^7), p« 52. 



exercise of the mind, and Gulley cannot communicate his 

ideas to his friends exclusively in their language called 

Greenbank. God and artist, who are one and the same, must 

find various ways to apprise people of the visions they see. 

In light of this last statement, one can see the motive for 

Gulley's constantly changing style -of painting. At times 

Jimson also refers to himself as an old horse, which empha-

sizes Blake's idea of God in man.^ After Jimson receives a 

letter from A. W. Alabaster, he fantasizes about a pros-

perous future after Alabaster's biography of him makes the 

name Jimson famous. He thinks to himself: "Old horse, you 

are now famous" (p. 111). 

As has been previously mentioned, Gulley adopts Blakean 

jargon, and this symbolic language is employed throughout 

The"Horse's Mouth. When Mr. Plant praises "The Fall," 

Jimson uses Blake's symbols of the five senses being, win-

do ws: "'Why, Mr. Jimson, I think those fish are wonderful— 

a wonderful bit of work. You could almost eat them.' I 

felt a -kind of gloom rise from my belly and darken my win-

dows" (p. 40). Jimson alludes to Sara as an "old female," 

an obvious reference to the Woman Old of "The Mental 

Traveller." Creative ideas are called "babes" by Gulley, 

another Blakean image which appears in "The Mental Traveller." 

Jimson tells Coker that he is a son of Los, a character in 

•̂ •̂ Ibid. , p. 41. 
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Blake's mythology who symbolizes'the ". . .genius of civilized 

life."1-'- Ore is his first born son who is a revolutionary 

l ? 

and an artist. 

Jimson also uses Blake's hierarchy of the four states 

of existence. In his classification of specific locales, 

he refers to the tenement district where Sara lives with her 

current lover, Mr. Byles, as a "land of Ulro" (p. 183)> 

and describes it in the following manner: 
Six sets of yellow tenements—standing up among a lot 
of little houses like six rusty corned beef cans 
gogged in a muddy pool, full of blue ripples. Half a 
mile of concrete roads led up to them across a brick-
field; and about twenty acres.of allotments, straight 
as a drainpipe. Rows of little trees had been planted 
on each side, but half of them were dead, kicked to 
pieces by kids or scratched to death by cats (p. 183). 

Northrop Frye states that Blake's Ulro is a one-dimensional 

world of abstraction.1-^ It is also a place, symbolized by 

14 

rocks and sand, where an individual lives in his memories. 

The barrenness of Ghatfield Buildings is undisguised, and 

Sara Monday's- state of mind is also connected with her 

living in the land of Ulro* Jimson finds her in a fallen 

state: . .she was in her petticoat with a sack tied over 

it, and bare ankles. Hair all coming down in gray streaks, 

and face streaming" (p.. 184).. Sara's vanity, an essential 

element in her role as eternal woman, has vanished, and the 

analogy between her state of mind and Ulro is further 

mirrored by the condition of her kitchen: "And, in fact,. 

i:LIbia.. p. 332. 12Ibld.. p. 261. 

13Ibid.. p. 272- l4Ibid.. p. 48.. 
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the kitchen was all upsides. Chairs standing on the table, 

a pail in the middle of the floor, mops and brooms. Rows of 

beer bottles against the wall behind the door" (p. 184). 

Sara exists completely in memory from the time she starts 

living with Byles. Her yellow tin trunk, battered from 

years of wear and travelling, is the only item which is 

really hers, and when opened, it provides a Pandora's box of 

memories. She refuses to part with one of the sketches 

Gulley once draws of her for the simple reason that it is 

too replete with memories. 

"When Gulley visits the Beeders for the first time, he 

progresses from physical to spiritual drunkenness in the 

luxury of their apartment which he sees as Blake's Beulah: 

"And I swallowed down two nice glasses of burgundy. -Oh 

land of Beulah. . (p. 158). Blake's land of Beulah, 

symbolized by Garden of Eden imagery, is a three-dimensional 

1R 

world consisting of lover, beloved, and a mutual creation. v 

Gulley envisions painting tigers and orchids on the Beeders' 

wall, exotic imagery which is clearly linked to Blake's 

Beulah. Northrop Frye states that the upper boundary of 

Beulah is the limit of orthodox vision: 
.Nature is seen as beatified, God as Father, man as a 
creature, and the essence of mental life as the sub-
jection of reason to a mystery. It is imaginative 
infancy, a child's protected world because it is still 
involved with nature and reason, a Father God.16 

1 5IMA-, P- 49. 16Ibid., p. 389. 
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The Seeders are trior© concerned with how well the toast is 

made than with philosophy. They firmly believe that social 

conditions are improving, and that once a government makes 

a mistake, it will not be repeated. Lady Beeder explains 

to Jimson that she and. Sir William are not actually rich: 

"My husband suffered terribly in the slump." "Poor 
chap." "Yes, terrible." "And yet I suppose it did 
some good.. It made people think about the poor." 
"Round and about.)1 "I don't think any government will 
allow all the unemployment again." With a serious 
look full of sympathy and political wisdom. . . . 
"The slump," said Sir William, "certainly did much to 
push forward social legislation." "Like the Great 
War," said, the Professor. . . . "Yes, the war was 
perhaps not an unmixed evil," said Sir William. "It 
gave us the league. It taught us to be prepared" 
(p. 158). 

This passage underscores the Seeders' naivete; they live in 

the protected land of Beulah where God the , Father shields 

them from danger. Perhaps this is why Lady Beeder is 

innocent of the existence of any type of suffering. When 

Gulley tells her the story of a demented girl who murders 

her baby and then tries to commit suicide, Lady Flora asks 

a simple question:. "'But. do you think mad people really 

suffer? *11 (p. 159)» 

The danger of living in a land, of 3eulah is that of 

falling prey to spiritual passivity .-*-7 The Beeders are 

perfectly happy in their innocuous existence, and not" any 

amount of ridicule or insult from Jimson awakens them from 

their sleep. Jimson remarks the following concerning the 

Beeders' apartment:: "''This place is called Beulah. It is 

^Ibid.. p. 232. 
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a pleasant lovely shadow, where no dispute can come because 

of those who sleep1" (p. 160). Sir William is ". . .only a 

dream in Beulah" (p. 160). And when G-ulley mischievously 

offers to paint Lady Beeder in the nude, the answer is a 

drowsy one: "'We must think of your wonderful offer,' said 

her ladyship. 

'Yes,1 said Sir William, warming his brandy glass, and 

his voice was-warm again, his voice sleepy. 'It is an honor'" 

(p. 160). 

The connection linking Beulah with Eden, Blake's 

18 

apocalyptic four-fold land, is that Beulah acts as a 

source for creative activity3ecause Jimson knows of the 

dangers of Beulah, he is able to use the energy stored there 

for creative acts: "I did not feel sleepy T Far from it. 

Dreams were moving in front of my eyes like festivals of 

Eden" (p. 161). One must be able to break through the pro-

tected bonds of orthodoxy and become an independent creator 

in order to enter Eden,2^ a land which expands to infinity. 

The parallels Just discussed only begin to explore the 

relationship between William Blake and Gulley Jimson. Their 

ideas of freedom show striking similarities, as is illustrated 

in Chapter II. Women also play important roles in creative 

actions for both Blake and Jimson. Chapter III is an explo-

ration of the likenesses between Blake's ideal woman and 

l8Ibid.. p. 272. 1^Ibld.. p. 228. 

20Ibld.. p. 389. 21Ibid.. p. 49. 
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Jimson's conception of her. Both artists are prophets in 

the special sense that they aspire to reveal portions of an 

eternal world to their audiences, which is the topic of 

Chapter IV. All of these elements combine in Chapter V to 

show exactly how G-ulley Jirason sees himself as being, like 

William Blake. "The Mental Traveller" has far-reaching 

consequences for G-ulley, and he is able to- place the impor-

tant facets of his life parallel with the actions of Blake's 

poet-artist. All of these chapter topics are closely related 

in that the theme of freedom is likewise an art theme which 

is also a love theme: Blake and. Jimson believe that art 

and freedom are contingent upon finding a woman who reveals 

portions of an eternal world. All of these ideas are ex-

plored in "The Mental Traveller." Thus the'se chapter topics 

combine to demonstrate how the manipulation of Blake's poetry 

in The Horse's Mouth brings an added dimension to Cary1s 

creation which ultimately gives the entire work scope. 

William Blake's poetry in Cary's novel plays an integral 

role, and it is the purpose of this thesis to discuss the 

significance of Blake's poetry in The Horse's Mouth. 



CHAPTER II 

THE MEANING OF FREEDOM FOR 

BLAKE AND JIMSON 

The theme of freedom permeates every aspect of The 

Horse's Mouth. From Gulley1s first quotation of Blake to 

his final comment to the nun who rides with him in the 

ambulance after he falls from "The Creation," he is concerned 

with maintaining his state of freedom. Blake's philosophy 

of freed.om is inherent in his work, and closely parallels 

that of Gulley Jimson. This is acknowledged by Gulley 

himself in an internal monologue at Hickson's, an important 

episode to be discussed in detail later. What is seen by 

studying Blake's idea of freedom is the close kinship it 

has with that of Gulley Jimson. 

Blake explicitly states his idea of freedom in his 

address "To The Christians" in Jerusalem: 

I know of no other Christianity and of no other 
Gospel than the liberty both of body & mind to 
exercise the Divine Arts of Imagination, Imagination, 
the real & eternal World of which this Vegetable 
Universe is but a faint shadow, & in which we shall 
live in our Eternal or Imaginative Bodies when these 
Vegetable Mortal Bodies are no more.̂ -

In "The Laocoon Group,," he makes the following statement: 

•̂ Geoffrey Keynes,, editor, The Poetry and Prose of 
William Blake (London, 194-8), p. 535* 

20 
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o 

"Art degraded, Imagination Denied, War Governed the nations.' 

Since war is the complete negation of liberty, the statement 

Implies that if art and imaginative efforts are encouraged, 

liberty will flourish. From these statements, one is able 

to surmise that art, a product of the imagination, is the 

path to freedom. Peter F. Fisher sums up Blake's idea of 

independence: 
. . .Blake separated his faith in humanity. . .from 
the cult of nature and reason, and translated liberty 
into the consistent effort on the part of man to free 
his humanity from the abstract values of natural 
reason and the limitations of self-interest. He 
confirmed and. enlarged his enthusiasm for the revolu-
tionary force by seeing it as the historical analogy 
of the mental revolution or "apocalypse" of which it 
wa3 also the outward and visible sign.-5 

Fisher also states that the new era for which Blake expresses 

a hope in the preface to Milton will be pro'duced by the 

creative imagination or art.̂ " Briefly, then, Blake believes 

that freedom is brought about through creative activity 

which is sparked by the imagination. Only the unbound 

5 

imagination can effect freedom. 

Art, to Blake, is not mere imitation of nature, but 

vision: "To Imitate I abhor. I obstinately adhere to the 

true style of Art such as Michael Angelo. . .the Art of 

Invention, not of Imitation. Imagination is My World. . . . 

2Ibid.. p. 580. 

^Peter F. Fisher, The Valley of Vision: Blake as 
Prophet and Revolutionary (Toronto, 1961), p. 147. 

„6 

4Ibid. 5ibld. 

^Keynes, pp. 629-630. 
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The vision one receives through imaginative effort is a 

glimpse of an eternal world: "Vision or Imagination is a 

Representation of what Eternally Exists, Really & Unchange-

ably."^ Art is the door to this world of eternal forms 

because it has the ability to create order out of confusion. 

Blake's vision of history is put into a mythic form 

which is described as a fall from order into a chaotic 

world:® 

Daughters of Beulah, Sing 
His fall into Division & his Resurrection to Unity: 
His fall into the Generation of Decay & death, & his 
Regeneration by the Resurrection from the dead.9 

In one version of a repeated myth, Albion, Blake's arche-

typal man, falls asleep and as a consequence away from 

u n i t y . T h e characteristics of this state, are torpor, 

indetermination, and impotence.^ One is not able to become 

himself in this state; he lives in a dream. In order to 

emerge from this somnambulistic state, one must recreate 

his world (which is mental) and find the oneness of the 

individual in the coordination of the abilitiesExpe-

rience must be viewed as steps taken to achieve existence, 

and humanity must be awakened to the fact that habit and 

rule restrict while experience and exploration liberate: 

1 Ibid.. p. 637. 

8Fisher, p. 30» 

9 

Keynes, p. 252-

^Fisher, p. 30. 

'L1Ibld> ' 12Ibld.. p. 215. 
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He who binds himself to a joy 
Does the winged life destroy; 
But he who kisses the joy as it flies 
Lives in eternitie's sun rise. 

Gary's use of Blake's view of freedom is a conscious 

one. In a letter to Mark Schorer in 1951 > he makes this 

point explicit: 

My novels are all about one world—as much so as 
Blake's poetry is about his world, and I want, like 
him, to make people feel that world which might be 
described as that of freedom» 

By freedom I don't mean the figment that politi-
cians talk abaut~-but real freedom—the active creative 
freedom which maintains the world in being—the activity 
which is most nearly described by theologians—the 
source of moral responsibility and of good and evil; 
but for me also of injustice and love, of a special 
comedy and a special tragic dilemma which can never 
be solved.1* 

An avid reader of Blake's poetry since youth, Cary searched 

for, and apparently adopted Blake's view of, freedom.."'"-' 

This can be observed in an unpublished note cited in Charles 

G. Hoffmann's Joyce Carv: The Comedy of Freedom: 

Point of Blake is his depth and adequacy-~close to 
the ground. His acceptance of evil as real. Through 
creation, generation to regeneration. The stoic 
english view but he enters into freedom and individu-
ality through experience.1° 

Thus Gulley Jimson, as protagonist of The Horse's Mouth, 

expresses an essentially Blakean view of freedom. 

•^Keynes, p. 99• 

"^Malcolm Foster, Joyce Carv: A Biography (Boston. 
1968), p. 449. 

15Ibld.. p. 261. 

1 
Charles G. Hoffmann, Joyce Cary: The Comedy of 

Freedom (Pittsburgh, 1964), p,. 86. 
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Basically the novel Is a story of Gulley's quest for 

an all encompassing vision of the eternal world, the same 

search that Blake undertook. Through acts of creation, 

Jimson discovers his world of freedom. 

Just out of prison, Gulley finds himself in a familiar 

dilemma: "I am simply forbidden to work. It's enough to 

make an undertaker smile" (p. 7). As an artist, Jimson 

must create, but society refuses to allow him to paint. He 

is a prisoner of surrounding forces. When he tries to obtain 

money in order to purchase art supplies, generally by steal-

ing or lying, society makes him a literal prisoner. Soci-

ety would buy Gulley's paintings if he would conform to its 

tastes. But in yielding to the demands of society,, Gulley 

would sacrifice his freedom as an artist. Jimson follows 

Blake's idea that real art is vision, not a mere reflection 

of the natural world. The only paintings of Gulley's which 

have a market are those of his'impressionistic stage, when 

he painted directly from nature. Because society is depen-

dent upon artistic vision for new ways of viewing reality, 

the suppression of the artist would bring about the repression 

17 
of society. Culture is dependent upon critics for its 

taste in art,, and these arbitrary judges hold: the:power of 

18 

success and failure for an artist. Because art patrons 

like Eickson and Beeder are dependent upon critics' choices, 

they are even further removed from artistic vision. Society 

17Ibid., p. 87- lSIbid. 
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has created a conflict: academies and galleries support 

dead academicians, colleges support the non-creative critic, 

and middle-class art collectors subscribe to Ruskin's idea 

19 

of beauty. Hence the artist must support himself by any 

means he can find. 

Paradoxically, G-ulley's art is a prison.20 Although 

he must be free to create, the artist is bound by the 

limitations of his media: form, subject matter, and tech-

PI 

nique. x Gulley refers to this problem in the following, 

manner: "Took a walk up and down to crack the joints. Sun 

coming up along a cloud bank like clinkers. All sparks. 

Couldn't do it in paint. Limits of the art. Limits of 

everything" (p. 19). Jimson is allowed to see only a 

glimmer of the eternal world, for these glimpses are. elusive, 

fleeting things. 

In order to remain an artist rather than an imitator 

or painter, Gulley must destroy old forms and create new 

ones. After Jimson finally learns to paint from nature, he 

sees his painting as ". . .just a piece of stuff. Like a 

nice sausage" (p. 56). When he first sees a Manet painting, 

Gulley says that it ". . .skinned my eyes for me, and when 

I came out I was a different man" (p. 57# For four years 

he works to rid himself of Classicism so that he can paint 19Ibld. 20Ibld. 

21Ibid. 
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"purest go-as-you-please" (p. 58). But when Jimson finally 

acquires an impressionistic technique, he rejects it: 

"And when they showed me a room full of my own confections, 

I felt quite sick" (p. 58)* He stops painting entirely and 

begins instead to drink and argue politics and philosophy, 

"... .all the things chaps do who can't do anything else" 

(p. 58). One day Gulley happens to open a book of Blake's 

Job drawings and feels like ". . .a chap who's fallen down 

the cellar steps and knocked his skull in and opens a window 

too quick, on something too big" (p. 58). He now says good-

by to . .impressionism, anarchism, nihilism, Darwinism, 

and the giddy goat, now staggering with rheumatism. Hail, 

the new Classic" (p. 59). It is this final form or vision 

which Jimson is pursuing through the whole of The Horse's 

Mouth. 

After the discovery of Blake's drawings, Gulley begins 

to study the eighteenth-century poet's ideas to the point 

where he finally adopts Blake's view of freedom. In com-

paring Spinoza to Blake, Gulley states the following: 

Contemplation, in. fact, is ON THE OUTSIDE. It's not 
on the spot. And the truth is that Spinoza was always 
on the outside., He didn't understand freedom, and so 
he didn't understand anything. . . . Freedom, to be 
plain, is nothing but THE. INSIDE OF THE OUTSIDE. . . . 

Whereas Old Bill, that damned Englishman, didn't 
understand anything else but freedom, and so all his 
nonsense is full of truth:. . .HIS OUTSIDE IS ON THE 
INSIDE. . . . 

But what you get on the inside, I said to-myself, 
is the works—it's SOMETHING THAT GOES ON GOING ON. . . . 
It's the kick in the old horse. It's the creation (p. 
102). 
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This passage Illustrates the essence of Blake's definition 

of freedom. It is ail internal reality, created through 

the imagination, which must be constantly renewed through 

imaginative processes. Freedom is man's capacity for 

action; it is the creative principle itself. 

The matter of how one achieves a state of freedom is 

dealt with by Cary in his work concerning aesthetics, Art 

and Reality. There he states that the artist . .returns 

deliberately to a world of knowledge as it exists before the 

idea and before the concept, a world consisting of pure forms 
pp 

for feeling."" To do this, the artist must fall from his 

state of innocence so that he can understand his universe. 

Cary says that intuition is experience, or the ability to 
23 

perceive reality. When man falls from his innocent state 

and recognizes reality for what it is, he must use his 

imagination to rise out of his knowledge. In a sense, he 

transcends his mundane acquaintance with tangible reality. 

Cary's ideas regarding reality as a philosophical 

concept closely parallel those of Blake. First of all, 

Blake believes that all abstractions of ideas are perverted. 
p 

He refers to them as."spectres. His world of eternity, 

one without abstractions, is obviously the same world of 
^Joyce Cary, Art and Reality: Ways of the Creative 

Process (New York, 1961), p. 29. 
23Ibid.. p. 116. 
OA 
Northrop Frye, Fearful Symmetry: A Study of William 

Blake (Princeton, 19^7), p. 18. 
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Platonic forms from which Gary believes the artist obtains 

his visions. The second criterion for being an artist is 

perception. It is important for the artist to see reality 

for what it is and for what it can become. Peter F. Fisher 

states that Blake ". . .uses 'imagination' to describe per-

ception as the common root of sensation which unites sense 

data, and, at the same time, re-creates the material of 

sensation into the perspective of individual life."25 When 
a 

one creates a form.for his life, he overcomes the isolation 

of the self. For Blake and for Cary, this transcendence is 

the world of eternal forms. Jimson knows what it is to be 

free in this sense: "'Yes,' I said, 'the Fall into freedom, 

Into the real world, among the everlasting forms, the 

solid'" (p. 179). 

The idea of the fall into freedom has become so impor-

tant to Jimson that he refers to practically every traumatic 

experience as a fall. His first sexual experience with the 

girl who cleans his father's pigsty is referred to as a 

"fall" (p. 178). Gulley "falls" for both Sara Monday and 

Rozzie Balmforth (p. 262)., Eventually Rozzie "falls" under 

a bus (p. 267)t and later Gulley makes Sara topple down the 

cellar steps (p. 273)• Certainly it is no coincidence that 

Jimson falls from his wall painting, "The Creation." How-

ever, each time that G-ulley falls, he is able to rise again 

through imaginative energy.. He describes his fall.' into 

25Fisher, p. 18. 
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freedom as the . .discovery of the solid hard world, good 

and evil. Hard as rocks and sharp as poisoned thorns. And 

also the way to make gardens" (p. 177)* In the end, Gulley 

has managed to rise from his fatal fall; he is creating a 

memoir. 

At the same time, this freedom, obtained from the fall 

into experience, carries with it the responsibility for its 

perpetuation. Gulley explains this lesson to Nosy: 

. . .you must'use your imagination to make it too, 
just like anything else. It's all work, work. The 
curse of Adam. But if he doesn't work, he doesn't 
get anything, even love. . . . The fallen man— 
nobody's going to look after him. The poor bastard 
is free--a free and responsible citizen (p. 178)• 

Man is free and responsible for the creation of his own 

inner reality, which, for Jimson and Blake;- is more real 

than external reality. 

Gulley's dictation of his story to Nosy Barbon tells of 

his attempt to do three major paintings of the previous years 

"The Fall," "The Raising of Lazarus," and "The Creation." 

Through these paintings, a pattern for creative life is 

established. As an artist, Jimson must fall from innocence 

into knowledge of external reality, rise above his isolation, 

and create a new world of forms. On a universal level, the 

paintings tell of the fall of Adam and Eve, rebirth through 

love, and creation springing from this love. 

Sara Monday is of central importance concerning the 

fall into freedom. She is ". . .the everlasting Eve, but 

all alive-oh" (p. 83). As the focal point of "The Bath," 
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painted during Gulley's impressionistic era, she is a 

P6 

personal force. But in "The Creation," she is portrayed 

as a she-whale with a woman's head, a universal force of 

nature.^ Thus, having a fish form (symbolic of ever-

lasting life), Sara is linked to the resurrection theme. 

As a symbol of nature she represents the paradoxical death 
20 

and life of the soul. Sara frustrates Gulley's artistic 

attempts while they live together; she wants to domesticate 

him, and almost succeeds. But through imagination and art, 

Jimson is able to free himself from Sara. However, he is 

not free from her as a human being. For Blake and for Gulley, 

man must be reborn through woman because works of art are 
29 

conceived in nature. Sara reveals to Gulley glimpses of 

his vision even though she is trying to tie' him down phys-

ically. In the end, she frees him on a physical level also. 

After Jimson pushes Sara into a cellar during an attempt to 

steal a painting,, she gives a f.alae description to the 

police. Thus she frees him from death so that he can continue 

to create. 

In another sense, Sara,, representing order, gives way 

to Gulley, representing freedom.. "The Creation," painted 

on the wall of a condemned church,, symbolizes the credo of 

^Hoffmann, p.. 93-

27Ibid, 2gIbid., p. 95. 

29Fryer p. 74. 
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the artist: life has to be ". . .a creation at any cost, 

for fixed values (like fixed paintings) imprison and atrophy 

the 30ul."^® Sara knows that Gulley's being sent to prison 

would not change anything for the better. Being aware that 

she has become a burden, Sara appears to vindicate her acts 

of selfishness (she has refused to give Gulley an early 

sketch of "The Bath" which he wants to sell) through for-

giveness . 

Jimson appears to be freer than any other character in 

The Horse1s Mouth because he recognizes the inevitable con-

dition of freedom, Injustice. He tells Coker that one 

". . .can't get justice in the world. It doesn't grow in 

these parts '"(p. 89). Mr. Plant, Coker, and Nosy Barbon all 

believe that justice exists, and, as a cons-equence, are not 

able to comprehend their adverse luck. When Mr. Plant, one 

of Jimson's friends, finally uses his imagination and gains 

the key to the bathroom at Elsinore, the flophouse where he 

works, he stops thinking about the injustices of his life to 

enjoy the present. 

Before Mr. Plant rises from his self-imposed desolation, 

he and Spinoza are used as foils for Jimson. The inade-

quacies of Spinoza's philosophy are shown throughout the 

novel, with emphasis on the shortcomings of Spinoza's view 

of necessity. According to Spinoza, the world is organized 

•^Malcolm Foster, "Fell of the Lion, Fleece of the 
Sheep," Modern Fiction Studies. IX (Autumn, 1963), 257-262. 
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by necessity. Man is a helpless victim of a deterministic 

universe. Mr. Plant's adoption of this theory makes him 

free only on the level of understanding. He believes that 

freedom is understanding why one is not free. But this 

theory does not work for Plantie; when he loses his hand, 

he -becomes a victim of self-pity. However, he does not, 

as Robert H. Adams states, retreat ". . .from life embit-

tered. As has been expressed, his life is temporarily 

ruined only until he exercises his imagination to become 

the keeper of the bathroom key at Elsinore. 

Before Plant recognizes reality for what it is, he is 

out of touch with it. During a street conversation with 

Gulley, Plantie makes an observation: "'Never saw such 

stars.' And he looked quickly up to make sure that .such 

things were to be seen" (p. 64). Jimson's view of reality 

consists of being creatively aware of his own individuality. 

The point to be made from Jimson's opposition to Plant's 

philosophy is that, for both Gary and" Jimson, basic rhythms 

of the world are created through the imagination, or, as 

Cary explicitly puts it, * .you can assemble them /the 

components of objective reality/ into new f o r m s . I f 

new forms can be created, then they cannot be predetermined. 

And if the creations are original, they are unable to be 

^Robert H. Adams, "Freedom in The Horse's Mouth." 
College English. XXVI (March, 1965), 451-454, 459-460. 

•^Cary, p. 20. 
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caused. They are always unique because of constant re-

creation. Gulley describes this process as the "• . .ever-

lasting creation of delight. The joy that is always new and 

fresh because it is created. The revelation ever renewed, 

in every fall" (p. 103). Creativity is a product of imagi-

nativeness which affirms the unbound quality of the mind. 

Joyce Cary believes that captivity and freedom exist 
•xrx 

in the mind. ^ Man is engaged by his responsibilities; that 

is, he is captive to some type of duty. But at the same 

time, he carries the power within him to free himself from 

the seemingly compelling forces of the entire universe while 

at the same time having an understanding of his cosmos.^ 

Man can accept the world as he knows it exists; he is able 

to understand that the love and beauty which make life 

bearable are not isolated from the evil of its contingency.^5 

Real captivity is found in superstition, hatred, fear, ego-

tism, and jealousy—in all blind passions.This is why 

Gulley explains to Coker that '"Things are never so bad 

they can't be worse. Don't you let anything get hold of 

you. You got to keep your independence'" (p. 11). 

For Cary, the comedy of freedom consists of the love, 

beauty, and joy of life. The tragedy of freedom is the 

^Hoffmann, p. 158. 

34 
^ Ibid. 

35Ibid. 36Ibld. 
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injustice which exists as a necessary condition of freedom 

itself. Jimson seems to originate the greatest freedom: 

that brought about through creative activity. He is devising 

a book because he is physically unable to paint. With this 

creative ability comes responsibility for both good and evil. 

Jimson ruins the life of Nosy Barbon in the sense that if 

Barbon becomes an artist, his life will be-one of hard-

ship. Cary believes that those who are free are captives 

"57 

of their captivity .which makes them free. The difference 

between the captive and the free is that the free perceive 

that their captivity is the condition of their creative 
•7O 

life. In other words, freedom is understanding one's 

captivity and rising above it regardless of physical reality. 

As has been stated, Cary consciously uses Blake's idea 

of the fall into freedom. He, like Blake, ultimately sub-

scribes to a belief in a world of eternal forms. Both 

artists assume that art has a social and eventually a po-

litical value. In his annotations to Sir Joshua Reynolds' 

"Discourses," Blake states that the . .Foundation of Empire 

is Art & Science. Remove them or Degrade them & the Empire 

is No More. Empire follows Art & Not Vice Versa as English-
„39 

men suppose. Cary defines art as . . .the means, and 

almost the only means, by which we can express ourselves in 
37Ibid. 58Ibid. 
^^Keynes, p. 770» 
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forms of meaning and communicate these meanings to others."2*0 

He also states that the whole Impact of art is personal.4"*" 

The suppression of art by a political body means not only 

the cutting off of . .knowledge of the actual movements 

of human feeling, but also, and more disastrously, contact 

with the realities of life. For those contacts can be renewed 
42 

only by the continually new intuition of the artist." 

Like Blake, Cary contends that censorship or restraint of 
43 

the arts ends in disaster for the political unit. 

Perhaps the close relationship between artistic and 

political freedom helps to account for the spectre of Hitler 

in The Horse's Mouth. As a representative of a perverted, 

romantic ideal, Hitler is, in essence, made of the same 

substance as Gulley Jimson. Both are extre'me revolution-

aries who want to abolish the status quo. Gulley recognizes 

that Hitler has artistic vision, for he refers to him as 

"Artist Hitler" (p. 67). According to Blakean terminology, 

Hitler would be classified as a representative of the Self-

hood, meaning that he is completely self-absorbed.44 In 

Blake's works, these characters frequently assume the lan-
4c 

guage of the artist and attempt to duplicate his processes. J 

40Cary, p. 23. 
41Ibid. 42Ibid., p. 40. 
43ibid. 
44 

'ibid. 

Frye, p. 67. 

45, 
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But while the essential spirits of Hitler and Gulley are 

so close, only the creative artist, like Jimson, has the 

power to destroy the debased vision of Hitler. Through 

his imaginative powers, Gulley can create a new and better 

vision for people to follow. 

Imagination, which creates freedom, is the life force 

Itself for Blake, and, indeed, is the source of Gulley 

46 

Jimson s energy. Although he might be, and frequently 

is, cold, hungry, and ill, Jimson is able to keep alive 

because of his tremendous imaginative powers. His art is 

the offspring of the state of freedom which he creates. 

^^Mark Schorer, William Blake: The Politics of Vision 
(New York,.19^6), p. 441. 



CHAPTER III 

THE SIGNIFICANCE OF WOMEN 

FOR BLAKE AND FOR JIMSON 

In The Book of Urlzen, Blake describes the genesis of 

woman. Her birth is caused by a division between Los, 

Blake's eternal prophet, and his purpose, to maintain a 

balance between reason and imagination."'" Three major 

liquids are associated with woman: blood, milk, and tears.^ 

Blake describes primal woman's birth in the following 

manner: 

The globe of life blood trembled 
Branching out into roots, 
Fibrous, writhing upon the winds, 
Fibres of blood, milk and tears, 
In pangs, eternity on eternity. 
At length in tears & cries imbodied, 
A female form, trembling and pale 
Waves before his deathly face.* 

In addition to the three liquids, Stanley Gardner also finds 

that Blake associates four qualities with the essential 

identity of woman: pity, femininity, hypocrisy, and sci-
4 

ence. The purpose of noting these qualities is that 

"'"Stanley Gardner, Infinity on the Anvil: A Critical 
Study of Blake1s Poetry (Oxford, 19547, PP• 91-92. 

2 

3 

ifi! 

4, 

2Ibid.. p. 93. 

Geoffrey Keynes, editor, The Poetry and Prose of 
William Blake (London, 1948), p. 228. 

Gardner, p. 92. 

37 
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Jimson's paintings involve the three liquids, and that the 

four major women in The Horse's Mouth. Rozzie, Sara, Lady 

Beeder, and Coker, can be associated with the essential 

qualities of woman as Blake conceived of her. There is 

also a distinct group of women in Gary's novel who bear a 

striking resemblance to Blake's wife, Catherine. They 

devote themselves completely to their men, not understanding 

the drive for creation, yet sacrificing everything for art 

or science. However, this last group will be discussed 

late in the chapter since it is primarily important to estab-

lish a connection between Blake's idea of woman and that of 

Gulley Jimson. 

"The Fall" is a symbolic representation of Adam's 

yielding to the temptation of Eve in the Garden of Eden. 

The dominant color of this work of Gulley is red; Eve, the 

clouds, and the apples in the tree of knowledge of good and 

evil are all in shades of crimson. At one time Gulley wants 

to paint the serpent's head "blood color" (p. 7), but he 

changes his mind; however, there i-s evidence that the remain-

der of the viper is red. Jimson notes a contrast between 

. .all those red scales /of the snake/ and Adam's blue-

white flesh" (p. 20). In fact,, the entire color theme of-

"The Fall" is red, including scarlet touches in the clouds 

and a terracotta Eve with a scarlet, reflection (p. 10). In 

no other painting of Jimson does the color of blood pre-

dominate as in "The Fall." 
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Tears appear twice in paintings: once in a verbal 

description of an imagined painting and again in a drawing 

of Oothoon which Gulley makes while at Hickson's. Although 

they never appear in a major painting, tears have intrinsic 

importance for Gulley. He first gets the idea for tears 

when he is trying to coax Coker from some of her bitterness. 

Their conversation is interrupted by a Captain Jones, who is 

lamenting the•fact that his twenty year old daughter is 

completely deaf. Seeming cosmic injustices—that is, the 

dismal, lonely future Jones sees for his deaf daughter; 

Coker1s intense physical ugliness; and Jimson's own unhappy 

childhood—strike Gulley!s imagination, and he envisions 

the following picture: 

And I saw all the deaf, blind, ugly, cross-eyed, 
limp-legged, bulge-headed, bald and crooked girls in 
the world, sitting on little white mountains and 
weeping tears like sleet. There was a great clock 
ticking, and every time it ticked the tears all fell 
together with a noise like broken glass tinkling in 
a plate. . . . 

. . .1 could do the girls—their legs would look 
like the fringe on the mantel-piece, but how would 
you join up the mountains. There1d just be a lot of 
ground stuck on. Unless you had flowers. Yes, ever-
lastings. Yes, and a lot of nuns pushing perambulators, 
with a holy babe in each. Yes, and every nun with a 
golden crown. Yes, and the nuns would be like great 
black tear drops. They could be the tear drops (p. 13)* 

Because the two paintings involving tears are so closely 

connected thematically, they should be dealt with simul-

taneously. Thus the second instance in which Jimson uses 

tears should be described. While Coker is trying to convince 

Hickson that he has treated Gulley badly and should pay him 
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an additional sura of money for the collection of Jimson 

paintings which Hickson bought from Sara, Gulley escapes to 

a corner of the drawing room where he begins to think about 

Blake, freedom, and himself. He draws Blakean figures, 

Oothoon, Bromion, and Theotormon, whom he relates to his 

situation in life: 

Yes, I thought, there's Billy again.' Handing me the 
truth. Even when I wouldn't take it. That's what 
he was saying all his life. A tear is an intellectual 
thing. And a joy. It's wisdom in vision. It's the 
prophetic eye-in the loins. The passion of intelligence 
(p. 103). 

As Jimson draws the cartoons, he also relates the characters 

and their situation to "The Fall": 

Inside this dark shape Oothoon and her gorilla, that 
is Eve and Adam, were fitted together in a nice compact 
mass while the tree of knowledge, in red ink with blue 
leaves, was throwing down a shower of tears and little 
red apples over them (p. 105). 

Gulley consciously uses Blake's conception of tears in 

his first verbal painting. In "Auguries of Innocence," 

Blake states that "Every Tear from Every Eye/Becomes a Babe 

in Eternity.Obviously Jimson is thinking of Blake's 

statement when he envisions the nuns pushing perambulators 

with holy babes in them. One should note that Gulley 

specifically uses the phrase, "holy babe." The golden crowns 

of the nuns appear to be related to the golden head or the 

intellect of man. This is evident in the following Blakean 

^Keynes, pp. 119-120« 
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statement: 

Amidst the lustful fires he walks; 
His feet become like brass, 
His knees and thighs like silver^ 

& his breast and head like gold. 

Because ". . .a Tear is an Intellectual thing. . ."7 and 

"gold is the metal of intellect" (p. 2), the two elements 

are obviously connected. 

Blake uses the phrase ". . .a Tear is an Intellectual 

thing. . ."in "The Grey Monk" and in Jerusalem. In both 

works tears represent the ability to feel pity and compassion 

for others; they also symbolize the mental life, which is 

the only real life for Blake and for Jimson.® When Gulley 

learns of Hickson's death, he is saddened, and, at first, 

refuses to believe it: "But then I gave a great sigh and I 

found that I was crying. This cheered me a little. Yes, 

real tears. I can't be so old, I said, if I can still cry. 

There's sap in the old trunk yet" (p. 257). 

One can conjecture that because Jimson makes a point of 

talking about real tears, he, like Blake, sometimes believes 

that tears are not genuine.9 When Gulley first tells Coker 

of his early relationship with Sara, he describes her femi-

nine habits coupled with religious beliefs and human frailty: 

"'And afterwards, you know, Coker, she used to shed tears— 

6Ibld.. p. 204. 7Ibld.. p. 499. 
O 
Hazard Adams, William Blake: A Reading of the Shorter 

Poems (Seattle, 1963), p. 151. 

^Ibld.. p. 69. 
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real tears—and it was: Oh, Mr.' Jimson, how did. it all happen, 

I can't believe it, it all seems like a dream, doesn't it'11 

(p* 23). Later, after Sara's death, when Gulley sees a vision 

of her, he cries. When Sara asks him if he is sorry that she 

is dead, Gulley replies in the following manner: "'Well, 

look at me, my dear, boo-hoo, with tears running down my 

nose, real tears. A genuine grief'" (p. 305). The sincere 

emotions which cause Gulley and Sara to emit real tears 

show their ability to feel true compassion for others. 

Tears in The Horse's Mouth are also a sign of the 

ability to fall into and to rise from experience. Coker and 

Rozzie both fall-~they have illegitimate children and are 

victims of self-pity. Coker has been taught that crying is 

useless. She says of her childhood: '"Why, even wben I 

was a kid, and I got my earache, I used to say, go on, ache; 

go on you bloody flap. Give me hell. That's what I'm for'" 

(p. 11). Rozzie is forced by circumstances to stop crying 

at an early age. Gulley says of her: "Rozzie died laughing 

at herself, so she shouldn't cry'. She stopped crying young 

because with her complexion she had to keep her powder 

dry" (p. 267). These two women, so important to Jimson, are 

connected with Oothoon, Blake's eternal maiden who gives 

herself to Bromion, her loverr and then Is punished by 

Theotormon, representative of social conscience In this 

connection, Jimson quotes Blake:; "Oothoon weeps not, she 

10Peter F. Fisher, The Valley of Vision: Blake as 
Prophet and Revolutionary (Toronto, 1961), p. 207. 
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cannot weep. Her tears are locked up" (p. 104). Oothoon'a 

inability to cry indicates that she is not able, at that 

time, to fall. However, the potential is within her. 

Rozzie and Coker have placed themselves in a similar pre-

dicament; that is, they have fallen once, and, having become 

aware of self-imposed moral guilt, have resolved never to 

fall into experience again. They do not have Sara's ability 

to feel that no wrong is committed in the sex act. 

Lady Beeder, with her carefully penciled eyes, neither 

laughs nor cries. She is devoid of emotion. Gulley's 

insults, which he lavishly showers on her paintings, do 

not affect her. Even when she and Sir William return from 

a trip to America to find that every possession in their 

apartment, including the chain to the water-closet, .has 

disappeared, her reaction is one of calmness: "Really, I 

do so wish we could have known about this sooner" (p. 220). 

A final point to be made concerning the tear image in 

The Horse's Mouth is that evidence points to a connection 

between the nuns, products of Jimson's creative imagination, 

and the character of the Grey Monk in Blake's "The Grey 

Monk," from which Jimson quotes that ". . .a Tear is an 

Intellectual thing.Having drained himself both of his 

blood and tears in suffering for mankind, the Monk finds 

himself unable to cry. However, since his feelings of 

anguish for man still persist, he realizes the Importance 

•^Keynes, p. 118. 
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of tears in combating the evil which man creates: "'The 

Hermit's Prayer & the Widow's tear/Alone can free the World 

1 P 

from fear.'" Because of his insight and his efforts to 

fight suffering, the monk is representative of the effort of 

imaginative vision to keep alive in spite of repression.1-^ 

In this sense Jimson is like the monk, holding onto and using 

his imagination in order to reveal to man a world of eternal 

truths. And,,even though the monk's tears have dried up, 

the nuns, formed by girls' tears, are related to the monk 

in that they try to combat injustice too. The nuns' pushing 

of perambulators with "holy babes" or imaginative ideas 

symbolizes their imaginative efforts to overcome nature's 

shortcomings. If the girls, whose tears form the nuns, can 

cry, then they can still feel emotion for their world, and 

thus hopefully will try to devise a better one. The monk, 

the girls, and Jimson try to create in spite of adverse 

circumstances: the girls in spite of injustice, the Grey 

Monk in spite of tyranny, and Jimson in spite of both. 

Milk, the third liquid of which woman consists, appears 

in two specific paintings in. The Horse's Mouth: a study of 

"The Bath" which Sara keeps locked in her trunk and "The 

Creation." During one of Jimson's several attempts.to steal 

the study, Sara discovers him.. They sit together and dis-

cuss the beauties of Sara's body, which, despite her. bearing 

five children, appears full and firm in the painting. 
12 13 

Ibid., p. 117. Adams, p. 150. 
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As Gulley and Sara study the breasts in particular, Jimson 

points to the milk vein: "'Look at the vein there, Just a 

drag of the brush across the grain1" (p. 195)* 

After Coker has her baby, Jimson visits her to discover 

that she is in the midst of caring for her child. Showing 

her typical attitude of impatience, Coker begins nursing her 

son: "'Come up, Johnny, take a long pull at it. I haven't 

got any time to waste'" (p. 247). Even though Coker's 

attitude concerning her state of motherhood is a bitter 

one, she unconsciously reveals some of her womanly instincts, 

For example, she invites Jimson to lodge and board with her. 

After he accepts, Coker assumes the role of Gulley's mother, 

watching to see that he eats properly, dresses warmly, and 

rests adequately. Because Jimson is somewhat of a victim 

of Coker's motherly tendencies, it is probable that he has 

Coker, as well as Sara, in mind when he paints the whale 

metaphorically nursing her calf in "The Creation": 

Yes, I thought, she's got something, and I've got 
something; and I began to work on the baby which was 
taking its milk at her right breast. I wasn't satis-
fied with the expression in its eye. A sucking baby 
has a round blank eye. The inward gazing eye of a 
mystic which contemplates eternal joy (p. 306). 

This focal point of "The Creation" represents an apotheosis, 

a creation of a new ideal in the form of a baby. 

There is, perhaps, a connection threading its way 

through "The Pall," the Broraion-Oothoon cartoon (which is 

a version of "The Fall"), and "The Creation" which demon-

strates the development of Jimson's ideas. All three 
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paintings have fish In common, which develop both in their* 

symbolic value and physical size simultaneously. Gulley 

paints schools of fish in "The Fall," but they have no 

conscious value: . .1 made a thing like a white Indian 

club. I like it, I said, but it's not a flower, is it? 

What the hell could it be? A fish" (p. 36). When he is 

drawing Oothoon and Bromion, Jimson showers the figures with 

tears which are related to the fish of "The Fall": "I 

didn't know why I wanted the tears till I remembered the 

fish" (p. 105). Bearing in mind the title of "The Fall" as 

well as the source of its material, the ancient Christian 

symbol of the fish is in keeping with Jimson's religious 

theme. However, the fish of this painting also symbolize 

fecundityj Jimson thinks of Sara, mother of five children 

and mistress of numberless men, when he paints Eve. Accord-

to Gertrude Jobes, fish traditionally symbolize woman, 

14 

generative power,, and sacrificial food. Sara.., . who is 

partially both the inspiration and the subject matter of 

"The Fall" and "The Creation," encompasses all of these 

qualities. She is generic woman , or "Eve" (p. 29)» as 

Jimson calls her* As Jimson's mistress and later, as his 

friend, Sara provides Gulley with the incentive to create; 

she brings him to life, in a manner of speaking.. Thus she 

is a regenerative force.. Herself Surprised. Cary's. novel 

-^Gertrude Jobes, Dictionary of Mythology Folklore and 
Symbols. 3 vols. (New York, 1961), p. 574. 
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which tells of Sara's life, describes the multiple sacrifices 

she makes for those she loves. Gulley is able to use her aa 

financial provider, subject matter, inspiration, and maid for 

as long as he wishes. When he is tired of Sara and leaves 

her, she begins the same cycle of bringing another man to 

life again. Because she is able to give so much of herself, 

Sara is a form of sacrificial food; however, her regenerative 

forces restore her qualities of giving so that she is never 

exhausted. 

The fish of "The Fall" gradually metamorphosize into 

the whale with the woman's head of "The Creation." Jimson's 

once Inarticulate feelings about the meaning of the fish 

become clearer because of his gaining Insight about life. 

Gradually he sees Sara as an impersonal force (rather than 

the personal one of "The Bath"), a world support. Gulley 

refers to Sara's hips as the ". . .keel of the world" (p. 195)• 

15 16 17 Jobes states that fish, leviathans, and whales ' all 

represent a world foundation in traditional mythology. As 

the individual, personalized fish of "The Fall" gain added 

dimension, they become united into one all-encompassing, 

eternal form, the whale of "The Creation." 

Blake not only believes that woman is composed of three 

fluids, but he also thinks that her essential components are 

1 P 
pity, femininity, hypocrisy, and science. The four major 

15Ibld. l6Ibld.. p. 989. 

"^Ibld.. p. 1674. -^Gardner, p. 92. 
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women of The Horse's Mouth represent these qualities. Rozzie 

is pity, Sara is femininity, Lady Beeder is hypocrisy, and 

Coker is science. All four of these qualities combine to 

make eternal woman, and Sara, as Jimson's conception of Eve, 

demonstrates these four Blakean components. 

Rozzie Balmforth represents the quality of pity in The 

Horse1s Mouth not because she gives pity--indeed, Rozzie 

refuses to pity even herself—but because she evokes pity 

from others. Gulley first turns to Rozzie, Sara's best 

friend, when he needs peace and tranquillity after his fight-

ing bouts with Sara. Prior to their intimacy, Rozzie gives 

Jimson the impression of being tough, but he is surprised to 

find that underneath her great bulk, she is a coward: 

Rozzie only wanted to creep into my stomach. She was 
the softie, the girl who never grew up, the rabbit 
that lived up in a tree and sang to herself all day, 
the prayer: Oh God, don't let me know anything, or 
think anything or be anything. Have pity on the silly 
little thing and don't ask her to make up her mind 
about anything, because she really couldn't (p. 262). 

Gulley relaxes at Rozzie's; she does not order him about as 

Sara does. When she becomes pregnant, Rozzie attempts to 

have an abortion because she is afraid to have a child. 

And when her effort fails, she is afraid to touch Tom, her 

infant son. Consequently Gulley says of her: ". . .Rozzie 

was only a female and she never stirred up anything but.love 

and pity" (p. 264), The memory of Rozzie, for both Sara and 

Jimson, evokes love and pity.. Sara,, who finally learns of 

Gulley's affair with Rozzie when she and Jimson visit the 
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graveside, is unable to become jealous of her friend: '"I'm 

not blaming her,' said Sara, 'I'm sorry for her'" (p. 269). 

Blake also feels that woman is a scientist in the sense 

that she has an analytical, pragmatic side to her nature. 

He disapproves of this quality because he thinks that sci-

19 

entists stifle imagination, Coker depends upon practicality 

to the extent that she lacks any vision. She believes in a 

day run by the clock, with three solid meals. Her knowledge 

is limited to what she is able to observe, and she never 

attempts to perceive beyond surface appearances. However, 

unlike Rozzie, she is able to accept her pregnancy. After 

the birth of her child, Coker works hard to see that her son 

is hygienically clean and fed, taking pride in knowing that 

the district nurse thinks that Johnny is the' best kept child 

in her region. For Coker there is nothing mystical or sacred 

about her pregnancy: "'It was Willie gave me a kid, and only 

because he didn't take enough trouble1" (p. 246). In the 

form of science, Coker serves Gulley when he needs it most. 

She feeds him, provides him with socks when he first gets 

out of prison, and saves him from pneumonia several times. 

Coker is responsible for Gulley's resting when he is phy-

sically exhausted; she simply takes his clothes away from 

him. Even though Coker cannot comprehend Gulley1s art, she 

buys him paint, s once when he has none. Finally, after Jimson 

"*"9jean H. Hagstrum, "William Blake Rejects the Enlighten-
ment," Blake: A Collection of Critical Essays., edited by 
Northrop Frye (Englewood Cliffs, 1966), p. 148. 
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pays Coker money which he has owed her, she even takes over 

the organization of his student artists. She feeds them, 

sweeps the deserted chruch where "The Creation" is painted, 

and sees that Jimson is not disturbed, by unwanted guests. 

The order which Coker creates aides Gulley in his work. 

Lady Beeder, like hypocrisy, is false and assumed. 

From her painted eyes to her seeming concern for Jimson's 

welfare, she is untrue. Naturally Gulley senses in their 

first meeting that the Beeders' apparent good humor is not 

sincere, so he tries to see just how far their charity toward 

him will go. He describes Sir William and Lady Flora as 

being ". .. ..so rich and Christian that they forgave every-

body before he spoke and everything before it happened, so 

long as it didn't happen to them" (p. 156).' Lady Beeder 

expresses concern and praise for Jimson's work, yet the only 

offer of money she makes to Jimson is for something which he 

no longer accepts as. real. art. True, the Beeders appear to 

be generous when Gulley hocks the contents of their apart-

ment,. but the freedom he gains from not being prosecuted is 

short lived.. Having suffered from a debilitating fall, 

Jimson soon finds himself a prisoner of his own body. Lady 

Beeder would like to: reduce Jimson to her level.; she offers 

him a commission to paint- a portrait of a general. . Another 

example of Lady Flora's hypocrisy is her apparent belief 

that evil,, poverty, and cruelty do not exist. Her reply to 

a tragic story of a deaf mute girl who has an illegitimate 
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child, unsuccessfully tries to drown it, and finally attempts 

suicide before becoming insane' is a placid one: "'But do you 

think mad people suffer?'"(p. 159)• 

Femininity, the fourth component of generic woman, is 

Sara Monday's basic quality. Even though Sara is almost 

seventy years old, she persists in wearing frilly dresses. 

Jimson says that he could never get Sara to wear any tailored 

clothes; she always had to have ruffles about her. Sara 

still has a good deal of girlish coyness which she lavishes 

on men when she wants favors. Hickson pays her debts, and 

she is even able to distract Jimson when he tries to steal 

a study of "The Bath" from her. Sara's countless "marriages," 

other than her single legal one to Matthew Monday, have not 

made her feel shame; she is proud of her sex. Despite her 

age, Sara still has the ability to seduce. Gulley relates 

an incident of a meeting at Plant's house where he and Sara 

drink beer in the scullery: ". . .with the memories and 

beer, and Sara herself, we were both a bit glorious and we 

seemed like young things again, in our forties. And we fell 

to kissing, and so on" (p. 81). These qualities demonstrate 

Sara's eternal femininity. When most women her age have 

given up their essential identity of womanhood, Sara main-

tains unconscious standards of the feminine personality. In 

this sense she is Eve, or eternal woman, who never changes 

despite time. 

Sara encompasses pity, hypocrisy, femininity, and 

science to become the essence of woman for Jimson. She both 
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gives and receives pity. Sara demonstrates true compassion 

for men such as Monday, Wilcher, and Fred; they need her to 

bring love and order into their lives. As an old woman, 

Sara evokes pity from Byles, her last "husband," and from 

Jimson. After Fred and his sister throw Sara out of Fred's 

house for spending too much money,'Byles takes her in. Sara 

is old, sick, and of little real use to Byles; yet he feeds 

and houses her. But the true measure of his pity for her is 

to retrieve Sara's.box, full of sentimental possessions, 

from Fred's house. Gulley too feels pity for Sara because he 

thinks that her eternal life and buoyancy have left her. 

He tries to comfort her while attempting to steal from her 

at the same time. The bribe which Jimson offers Sara is a 

trip to Brighton, site of their first honeymoon. All that 

Sara must do is give him a study of "The Bath." 

The pragmatic side of Sara is not demonstrated very 

clearly in The Horse's Mouth, but In Herself Surprised. Sara's 

careful observations and descriptions of everything from food 

to fabrics to furniture to houses abound. Jimson makes clear 

that Sara's pragmatic side is his worst enemy during their 

marriage. When he wants to paint, Sara wants to clean house 

or have tea. Her orderly, feminine mind demands that their 

home be clean and neat, while Gulley's anarchistic tempera-

ment dictates disorder. When Sara tries to force too much 

order into his life, Jimson. leaves her. However, it should 

be noted that Sara depends too much on her womanly intuition 
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to be considered very scientific. Yet, because she is much 

more aware of surface appearances than Jimson, she has an 

inclination to run her life according to a clock. Gulley 

notes that nothing in the world could keep Sara from her 

morning tea which she took at eleven. 

Sara's hypocrisy provides much'delight for Jimson, who 

understands and anticipates her deceitfulness. When Coker 

drags Gulley to Sara's house, Sara is ". . .easy and false 

as an old madame" (p. 30). Later Sara sends Gulley a post-

card . .saying that she had to visit an old friend's 

grave on the Saturday in my part of town, and not to trouble 

about being in, as very likely she wouldn't have time to call 

A real Sara card, meaning just the opposite" (p. 71). Sara's 

guile is an important part of her femininity, and Jim.son 

recognizes the consequence of it: 

Sara was a shot in the arm; she brought you alive one 
way or another; the very idea of Sara could always make 
me swear or jump or dance or sweat. Because of her 
damned independence and hypocrisy. When you knew Sara, 
you knew womankind, and no one who doesn't know woman-
kind knows anything about the nature of Nature (p. 264). 

To Jimaon, Sara is mainly important as "spiritual fodder" 

(p. 46). That is, she, as a container of archetypes, reveals 

to him certain eternal truths concerning the nature of the 

world. These insights provide Gulley with subject matter 

and inspiration for his paintings. - , 

Another group of women, distinct from those just dis-

cussed, play an important role in The Horse's Mouth. Mrs. 

Jimson, Gulley's mother, Jenny,, his sister, and Lolie, a 
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sculptor's wife, are all committed to a vision of service to 

arti Jenny to the art of invention, Mrs. Jimson to mother-

hood and painting, and Lolie to sculpture. None of these 

women exerts physical pressure on Gulley, as Coker, Sara, 

Lady Beeder, and Rozzie do; yet their psychological influence 

on Jimson is profound. These three women are martyrs for the 

cause of art; they suffer the pain of privation and the social 

scorn of their husbands, yet because they do not have the abil-

ity to escape through creation, their pain is increased. 

-Although Jimson does not comprehend their vision, he admires 

it. In a way, these women resemble the wife of William Blake, 

Catherine, who devoted her entire life to Blake, confirmed 

his visions, shared his isolation and poverty, and made the 

best of things without comprehending the fo-rce behind her 

husband's art.20 

Gulley's mother, who will be discussed in connection 

with "The Mental Traveller," teaches her son two important 

leaaons which never leave him: to forgive the evil.done to 

him so that his life will" not be-poisoned, and to make the 

best of what Is available.. Jimson remembers the circum-

stances of the first lesson vividly. It occurs after Mr. 

Jimson dies and Gulley's family moves in with an uncle who 

beats young Gulley:: 

"And when, my poor mother saw me cry, she would-take me 

20 
Alexander Gilchriat,. The Life of William Blake 

(London, 1863), pp. 333-334. 
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In her arms and say, 'Don't- hate him Gull, or it will 
poison your life. You don't want that man to spoil 
your life.' 'No, mums,' I would say, 'I'd rather die.' 
'So you won't hate him, my darling, you'll put all that 
bad feeling out of your heart.' fYes, mums, boo-hoo, 
tomorrow.' 'No, today, this minute'" (p. 11). 

Jimson learns that when he is angry and resentful, he loses 

his visions; so he tries, sometimes without success, to 

maintain a good humor in spite of the injustice, pain, and 

agony of life which surround and deeply affect him. Mrs. 

Jimson also sets an example for living which two of her 

children, Gulley and Jenny, follow. Although she comes from 

a wealthy aristocratic family, Mrs. Jimson does not leave 

her husband to return to her family when there is no more 

money because Mr. Jimson's paintings no longer sell. Instead, 

"she went on worshipping real art, papa's art, and she even 

went on having children, or where should I be now" (p. 52). 

Gulley appears to follow his mother's example of getting 

what one can out of life despite adverse circumstances. 

Even though he is generally poor, without art supplies or 

decent clothing, Gulley loves living. A major reason for 

this attitude is that he believes that if he lets injustice 

poison him, he will become another victim, like his father, 

of necessity. Gulley has pity for his father, but respect 

for his mother. 

Jenny, Gulley's younger sister, devotes her entire life 

to her husband Rankin, who is an inventor. Before they are 

married, Rankin harasses Jenny until she complains to Gulley, 

who tries to protect his sister's interests. As a result of 
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a fight with Rankin, Gulley spends three months in the hos-

pital. Yftien he emerges, he discovers that Jenny has become 

totally committed to Rankin and to his cause: "'She thought 

him the finest man in the world. She thought I'd been unkind 

to him; that everybody had been unkind to him'" (p. 131). 

Rankin spends all of Jenny's savings and every cent that she 

is able to borrow to develop his regulator. After one year 

of marriage, Jenny is reduced from a smiling girl to an ema-

ciated woman. Gulley remembers the change in his sister: 

"You should have seen Jenny after the first year with 
her darling Robin—skin and bone and her eyes coming 
out of her head. But of course not admitting anything. 
'How goes it, Jenny, you look a bit low?' 'Me, I'm 
all right. It's only that poor Robin does have such 
awful luck'" (p. 132). 

Even when Rankin has a job and an income, Jenny is forced 

to ask Gulley for money so that she can buy food. Her 

whole life is involved with seeing that Rankin is provided 

with the equipment he needs, worrying about his health, and 

hoping that he will, not commit suicide. Finally Rankin 

leaves Jenny: 

He went back to his wife, who'd come into some money, 
Just enough to make some more working models and take 
out some more patents. For a new and improved regu-
lator. And it was Jenny, instead of Robert, who put 
her head in a gas oven. I suppose, after all, she 
hadn't his resources.. He had his new governor to 
think about. He'd always had his governors and regu-
lators to think about.. But she'd only had Robert and 
when he went off,, she had nothing and no idea of any-
thing (p.. 294)., 

Jenny rs vision.,, like her mother's, is represented by perfect 

service to her man and to his art. She feeds on Rankin's 
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visions, and when he leaves her, Jenny commits suicide be-

cause her entire reason for being ceases to exist. 

Soon after G-ulley moves into the Seeders' apartment, 

a sculptor named Abel and his wife, Lolie, begin living 

there too. Abel has a commission to sculpt a monument, and 

Lolie acts as his model. She is also his maid, watch-

dog, nurse, and ego-booster. Although the girl is ignorant 

about art, she recognizes that her husband is a wretched, 

sculptor. But she allows him to hang her from tables and 

to force her limbs into cramped positions for hours at a 

time. Lolie strips upon command, frequently in front of 

strangers, and supports her husband by posing for other 

artists. However, Jirason says that Lolie is not a real 

woman like Sara because she does not want to have children. 

It is evident that Lolie makes the most of her life because 

she thinks that she is serving a useful purpose, that is, 

keeping her husband reasonably content. For Lolie, the 

commitment is not a conscious one, grimly made because of 

unfortunate circumstances, but a simple way of life. She 

simply wanted to get married, and Abel was willing under his 

conditions. Abel realizes her worth when he makes the fol-

lowing admission to Gulley: 

"Why, I need her. Don't you make any mistake. I 
know what Lolie's good for, I value Lolie, especially 
when there's a stone to be looked after. She once 
nursed a block of Portland for me, through ten degrees 
of frost, in the middle of Salisbury Plain, and when a 
lorry broke down. Put her own clothes on it. Saved 
it. And. caught a pretty severe chill too" (p. 218). 
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When Gulley last sees Lolie, she Is unconscious from hang-

ing from a dining table in a cold room for many hours: 

'"Lolie's all right,' I said. 'She's attached for life. 

That's what she wants. To know where she is'11 (p. 219). 

Jimson openly admires these women, yet knows that he 

cannot become involved with their type. He would probably 

call their complete devotion interference. It should also 

be noted that Mrs. Jimson, Lolie, and Jenny are devoted to 

men who are not artists in the Blakean sense; unlike Gulley, 

they are not trying, to reveal a vision of the eternal world. 

Mr. Jimson's form of painting stagnates; he can only paint 

girls in gardens. Rankin becomes obsessed with selling his 

regulator; he does not try to invent something different. 

And Abel has no purpose behind his art at all. 

Women are very important factors in The Horse's Mouth. 

They aid and restrain Jimson's creative abilities. Sara, 

Coker, and Rozzie reveal parts of the archetypal woman which 

Jimson wants to portray both In. "The Fall" and in "The 

Creation." Women drive G-ulley to inventive action: when 

Sara refuses to let Gulley have an early study of "The Bath,' 

he copies his original. Because females pursue Jimson, 

either to take care of hJLm or tor get money, he is forced 

to use his imagination to escape them. Like Blake,.Gulley 

recognizes all of the virtues and faults of women while, at 

the same time,, knowing how to use them in his artistic, en-

deavors. Blake turned his wife Catherine into a devoted 
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helpmate, who, in later life, appears to have accepted 

21 

almost everything her husband said and did.. Jimson is 

unable to change Sara because she is too much of an artist 

herself, but he sees her, as Blake saw Catherine, as arche-

typal woman,22 and reveals her essence in his art. 

21Ibid. 

22Margaret Rudd, Organized Innocence: The Story of 
Blake's Prophetic Books (London, 1956), p. 9* 



CHAPTER IV 

THE ROLE OF GULLEY JIMSON AS A 

BLAKEAN PROPHET 

Blake scholars differ in the classification of their 

subject. Some critics, like S. Foster Damon, classify him 

as an occult mystic;-*- while others, like Northrop Frye, 

state emphatically that he is not occult, and not a mystic 
p 

in that sense. Yet many scholars of Blake seem to agree on 

his importance as a prophet. Blake is a prophet in the sense 

that he speaks for what he calls the spirit of God. How-

ever, this prophetic poet believes that the, .spirit of God 

exists as the inspiration of artists, and that God isj thus 
•Z, 

within the body of man. Art, then, is the product of imagi-

native vision; in effect, it is the language of vision.^ 

But the prophet-artist not only speaks for God; he must also 

interpret his visions for the common man. His powers of per-

ception must be extremely keen since he must first have 

enough insight to see eternal truths and then try to 

•'-Samuel Foster Damon, William Blake; His Philosophy 
and. Symbols (New York, 1947), p. 9. 

%orthrop Frye, Fearful Symmetry ; A Study of William 
Blake (Princeton.,. 194-7), p. 432. 

3Ibid*,. p. 52.. 

^Peter F. Fisher, The Valley of Vision: Blake as 
Prophet and Revolutionary (Toronto, 1961), p. 186. 

60 
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communicate his visions through his art. In a way, the 

prophet-artist is a "seer," one whose perspective is clearer 

than that of most men. Gulley Jimson is a prophet in both 

of the above mentioned ways. First of all he, like Blake, 

believes that the spirit of God dwells within man. Gulley 

frequently refers to this spirit as "the horse" (p. 21). 

Also, because of his great insight into the nature of the 

world, Jimson is a prophetic seer. Gulley is aware of cer-

tain eternal truths which he attempts to reveal to his 

friends. 

In order to understand the close affinity between Blake 

and Jimson in their roles as prophets, one must have a back-

ground of a few basic Blakean beliefs. First of all, Blake 

fs 

assumes that all knowledge is innate; "Knowledge of Ideal 

Beauty is Not to be Acquired. It is Born with us. Innate 

Ideas are in Every Man, Born with him; they are truly Him-

self." George Harper states that Blake's theory of Innate 

Ideas is based upon his faith in vision, in the ability of 
the Divine imagination to apprehend truth instantaneously 

O 

and unequivocally. This imagination represents that whlcb 

is perpetual in man; it is symbolic of the eternal world,9 

Sprye, p. 59. 
C 
George Mills Harper, The Neoplatonlsm of William 

Blake (Chapel Hill, 1961), p. 64. 

7 
Geoffrey Keynes, editor, The Poetry and Prose of 

William Blake (London, 1948), p. 787. 
8 Q 
Harper, p. 67. Ibid.. p. 81. 
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and an artist is one who obtains his vision from this creation 

of perfect forms: "The Man who never in his Mind & Thoughts 

travel'd to Heaven Is No A r t i s t . B l a k e does not believe 

that man is capable of primary creation; Christ is the first 

intellect, the creator of original forms.^ Thus these first 

12 

ideals are separate from the mind. But the artist, by means 

of his acute perceptive powers, has access to these forms. 

The true Blakean artist is not one who copies the natu-

ral world, which is a mere reflection of the real, eternal 
13 

world, but is one whose work transcends nature. Blake's 

statement which affirms this view is found in his "Vision of 

the Last Judgment": "There Exist in that Eternal World the 

Permanent Realities of Every Thing which we see reflected in 

this Vegetable Glass of N a t u r e . I n this "manner, the 

prophet-artist's works reflect the innate truths which are 

within him. He does not subscribe to outward controls imposed 

upon him by society; the true prophet is guided by what his 
15 

own inner realization accepts as correct. Thus the genuine 

visionary believes that every object in the material world, 

which is thought of as being real, is a matter of association 
-J £ 

and perspective. A logical consequence of this assumption 

•^Keynes, p. 786. ^Harper, p. 88. 

12Ibld.. p. 84* 151kid., p. 90. 

^^eynes, p« 639* ^Fisher, p.. 186. 

^Frye, p. 41. 
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is an anarchistic point of view; so, because of his uncon-

servatlve ideas, the prophet is'usually a social outcast. 

As Peter F. Fisher notes, the primary product of pro-

phetic vision is that it reveals the basis of human existence 

Through his penetrating insight into things as they are, Gulley 

Jimson is able to reveal the foundation of human life. Mr. 

Plant and Nosy Barbon receive portions of Gulley*s message. 

His vision of reality is summed up in a Blake quotation: 

"Go love without the help of anything on earth. . .11 (p. 311). 

With this statement, Gulley implicitly calls for individual 

responsibility in order to maintain a state of freedom. 

Jimson's role as prophet-seer is implicit throughout 

The Horse's Mouth. Even though he sees universal truths, he 

is reluctant to tell anyone because he knows' that his. ideas 

will be ignored. However, when Gulley feels that he can 

help a friend, or when he Is very angry, he attempts to reveal 

portions of eternal truths to his friends, especially Mr. 

Plant and Nosy Barbon. To these two men who have no faith 

in life, Jimson divulges a rudimentary fact of living: one 

must love in spite of necessity, injustice, and hard luck, if 

he is to find any measure of happiness in life. 

Pls.ntie is not a life-defeated man when he first appears 

in the novel. He enjoys having speakers talk to meetings at 

his house and trying to convert Gulley into believing in 

Spinoza's philosophy. According to Gulley, Plantie has had 

a hard life: 

•^Fisher, p. 111. 
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. . .and so be likes to be told that in God's sight 
he is dirt. Plantie has been kicked about the world 
like a football, and so he likes to be told that he 
- isn't any better than a football, except to kiss the 
foot that kicks him (p. 84). 

Jimson's relationship with Mr. Plant is casual until Gulley 

emerges from prison, after being convicted for stealing art 

objects from Hicks on, and learns that Plantie has had his 

hand amputated because of blood poisoning.' When Gulley is 

told that Plantie is sleeping at Elsinore, he immediately 

finds his old friend. He discovers a completely vanquished 

individual who has been defeated by life. Instead of telling 

Plant how to deal with bad luck directly, Gulley does so in 

the form of relating the story of his sister Jenny's hard 

life. Although Mr. Plant does not appear to listen, Gulley 

tells him that Jenny had an angel's blessing: 

The angel that presided at her birth 
Said, little creature, born of joy and mirth 

Go love without the help of anything on earth (p. 130). 

Jimson begins living with Plantie to protect his interests. 

When a young man roughly pushes Plantie away from a cooking 

fire, Gulley deftly slips two burning coals into the man's 

jacket. Because there is a scarcity of frying pans available 

for cooking, Gulley steals one,, giving Plant the responsibility 

of taking care of it: 
Old Plant always sat on it., "You'll bust it in, Mr, 
Plant," I said, "if you lean your weight on it." 

"But I don't lean, my weight. Trust me. The 
trick is, to sit a bit sideways and forward. I could 
show you, but it's not so easy as it looks. I hit 
on it by accident." 

Well, I thought, Old Plant is a bit of an artist 
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after all. . . . Creation of dignities and respon-
sibilities (p. 143). 

Jimson never gives Plantie pity; he treats him as a respon-

sible individual. He also takes advice from Plant without 

overtly giving any in return, thus reassuring Plant of his 

respect. 

After he sees that Plantie is recovering some of his 

former spirit, Jimson does not feel obligated to stay with 

him constantly. When Gulley returns to Elslnore after living 

at the Beeders' apartment, he finds that Plantie has changed 

from being the brunt of the Elsinore lodgers' cruelty to their 

highly respected lavatory attendant. Gulley has to urge 

Plantie to reveal his secret of power: 

"You keep the key.11 

Mr. Plant bent his head sideways; an old man's nod. 
And went on smiling at the fire. 

"And what happens if you don't think a chap is 
worthy of your lavatory." 

"He can always go to the public gents down High 
Street." 

"About three-quarters of a mile and pay his penny. 
So that's how you got your hook in 'em, you old rascal" 
(p. 241). 

During the course of their conversation, Jimson tries to 

see if Plantie still adheres to Spinoza's philosophy. When 

he does not appear to respond, Gulley states that he 

". » .thought perhaps he'd /Plantie7 got over all his phi-

losophies. Grown out of them. He'd stopped looking for a 

rabbit hole and was feeling what you might call the nature 

of things, at last" (p. 243). 

Nosy Barbon is the character receiving the bulk of 

Jimson's philosophy. It is the boy's earnest desire to 
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become an artist, and as Jimson happens to be the only artist 

Nosy knows, he follows Gulley constantly. Jirnson1s attitude 

toward the boy's attention varies from being irate when Nosy 

interrupts his visions to being grateful when the boy looks 

after his health. Nosy is so unabashedly naive that Jimson 

almost feels compelled to Impart eternal truths to him. 

Gulley is primarily aware that 3arbon's sense of justice 

has to be altered if the boy is ever going to survive. 

After Mr. Plant and two preachers survey and attempt to 

criticize "The Fall," it is Nosy who is incensed because of 

their comments, not Gulley. When Nosy wants to kick them, 

Jimson quickly curbs the boy's anger by telling him that the 

preachers are his friends. Later, when Mrs. Coker cuts up 

"The Fall" to patch the roof of Gulley's shed which she has 

commandeered for Coker's confinement, and Jimson and Barbon 

discover what she has done, again Nosy is upset even though 

Gulley is laughing: "'You are too g-good, Mr. Jimson, too 

n-noble. . . . I'd like to cut that old woman's throat. 

I'd like to cut the whole B-british throat. The d-dirty 

fffphilistines. . .' " (p. 173)• All that Gulley can do is 

try to explain to the boy that a fresh joy exists in starting 

a painting anew, and that everything seems to lose its appeal 

with the passage of time.. 

Since Nosy does not seem to understand Jimson's seeming 

lack of grief, Gulley tries to. describe how one uses Blake's 

theory of imagination. In an attempt to simplify matters so 
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that Nosy can understand, Gulley tells of people who are 

undergoing an apparent transformation while falling in love: 

"Boys and girls fall in love, that is, they are driven 
mad and go blind and deaf and see each other not as 
human animals with comic noses and bandy legs and 
voices like frogs, but as angels so full of shining 
goodness that like hollow turnips with candles put 
into them, seem miracles of beauty. And the next 
minute the candles shoot out sparks and burn their 
eyes. And they seem to each other like devils, full 
of spite and cruelty. And they will drive each other 
mad unless they have grown some imagination. Even 
enough to laugh." 

"I-m-m-m," said Nosy. 
"Imagination, understanding. To see behind the 

turnips, to enter into each other's minds" (pp. 177-
178). 

Although Nosy does not comprehend what Gulley is saying, the 

artist keeps telling the boy about Blakean ideas. Jimson 

continues after explaining the fall into freedom: "'Yes,' 

I said, 'the Fall into freedom,, into the real world,, among 

the everlasting forms, the solid. Solid as the visions of 

the ancient man'" (p. 179). Nosy thinks that Gulley is 

speaking of a dream world, but is abruptly corrected by his 

mentor: 

"Dream be damned," I said. "It's got to be real." 
"But will it 1-look real?" 
"To hell with looks," I said. "Nobody ever saw the 
real—but you can feel it—By God, I feel it now. . . . 
Yes, I feel it--the solid forms of the imagination" 
(p. 179). 

By this time Nosy is working hard to understand what his 

sage is revealing to him. He knows that Jimson has told 

him something meaningful: "'You did mean something else— 

you were talking about the truth—the real—'" (p. 180). 

Blake also wants to reveal this real, spiritual world of 
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eternal forms to his readers. His biographer, Alexander 

Gilchrist, says that . .his belief in what he himself 

'saw in vision' was not as in a material, but a spiritual 
1 ft 

fact—to his mind a more real kind of fact." These real, 

eternal facts are essential to both Jimson and to Blake. 

During their entire relationship, Gulley reiterates 

his general statement to Nosy—forgive or, better still, 

forget the Injustice done to him: "'To forgive is wisdom, 

to forget is genius. And easier. Because it's true. It's 

a new world every heartbeat'" (p. 227). Jimson knows that, 

as an artist, he cannot afford to contemplate the evil done 

to him. If he did, nothing would ever be accomplished; he 

would become embittered. Also, because Gulley is an artist 

in the Blakean sense, he must not live in his memories, but 

must constantly re-create his world. To be infuriated with 

society and to be dependent upon memories is to be impri-

soned. 

Although one must doubt whether Nosy ever comprehends 

what Jimson tells him, using a mixture of his words and 

ELake's, the message of living in spite of the hardships of 

life is abundantly clear. Nosy obtusely ignores Jimson's 

orders to study for a scholarship and to avoid art. But his 

devotion to Gulley is complete to the extent that he does not 

1Alexander Gilchrist, The Life of William Blake 
(London, 1863), p. 339. 
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seem to notice when Jimson nudges him into industry by becom-

ind dependent upon Nosy. Yet when the boy's sense of justice 

is injured after "The Creation" is destroyed, Gulley says to 

him: "'Get rid of that sense of justice, Nosy, or you'll 

feel sorry for yourself, and then you will soon be dead-

blind and deaf and rotten'" (p. 310). During the ambulance 

ride, with Nosy in attendance, Gulley repeats to him the same 

Blake quotation which he recites to Plantie: "'Go love with-

out the help of anything on earth; and that's real horse meat. 

A man is more independent that way, when he doesn't expect 

anything for himself'" (p. 311). 

Jimson is not a prophet in the Blakean sense merely 

because he quotes Blake's poetry, but because his entire life 

and art are based upon Blakean ideas. Northrop Frye.1 s defi-

nition of a visionary seem appropriate for Gulley. He is 

one ". . .whose imaginative activity is prophecy and whose 

,.19 

perception produces art. Gulley is a visionary because 

his insight is clearer than that of any other character in 

The Horse's Mouth. and he is a prophet because his imagination 

overcomes any impasse to reveal eternal truths. He sees the 

world as it is and transcends it through his imagination. 

That is, he sees tangible reality, injustice, cruelty, 

poverty; yet he oversomes these personal obstacles to arrive 

at such universal truths as love and forgiveness. For Gulley, 

the" world is what one makes it. He says to Plantie: "'The 

19prye> p. 59. 
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world doesn't mean anything to anybody except what the thrush 

said to the snail before she knocked it on the brick. GET 

ON OR GET OUT. LAZY BONES'" (pp. 214-215). 

Because of Jimson's sharp perception, he is able to see 

eternal essences when they are revealed to him in imaginative 

visions. Blake and Gulley believe that the inspiration which 

enables them to see these revelations is the spirit of God. 

Gulley refers to this spirit as "the horse." When he gets a 

sudden idea for "The Fall," Jimson hurries to his shed. He 

says that he ". . .had got the feeling it was straight from 

the horse" (p. 21). Obviously Jimson is also aware of Blake's 

idea concerning the spirit of God residing within man, for 

he refers to himself as a "horse." Upon receiving a letter 

from Professor Alabaster regarding his writing a biography 

of Gulley, Jimson says to himself: "Old Horse, you are now 

famous" (p. 111). Later, after Jimson discovers that Mrs. 

Coker has destroyed "The Fall," he tries to explain to Nosy 

the joy of starting a new creation: ". . .By God, look what 

I've done. A miracle. I have transformed a chunk of wood, 

canvas, etc., into a spiritual fact, an eternal beauty. I 

am God" (p. 174). 

Jimson, as a prophet-artist, reveals these "eternal 

beauties" through his personal medium of art, painting. 

Like Blake, Gulley chooses Biblical themes to illustrate, 

probably because of their apocalyptic potential. Ih other 

word3, as revealed literature the Bible attempts to personify 
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and to elaborate on such universal essences as love, peace, 

and brotherhood. Gulley is attempting to put these messages 

into his paintings. His creations, like Blake's writings, 

center around a basic myth which Blake said was the vision 
20 

of this world as God saw it. The outlines of Blake's 

cyclicial vision are creation, fall, redemption, and apoc-

alypse.^ "The Living God,11 "The Fall," "The Raising of 

Lazarus," and "The Creation," Jimson's major wall paintings, 

follow this Blakean pattern. 

Gulley merely refers to "The Living God" in The Horse's 

Mouth. It, like many of his paintings, is never finished 

before it is destroyed. However, the title suggests a theme 

of creation since, in Jimson's painting, God is explicitly 

"living." Gulley believes that living is a form of-creation. 

"The Fall" is described in much greater detail than 

"The Living God." Gulley portrays Eve's temptation of Adam 

in the Garden of Eden. Fred Stockholder, who states that 
22 

"The Fall" is a study in the cosmic violation of. law by man, 

appears to be imprecise when one studies Jimson's paintings 

from a Blakean point of view. Gulley, like Blake, believes 

that man must fall into knowledge. This is both, a physical 

as well as a mental fall which usually occurs with a man's 
20lbid., p. 108. 21Ibid. 

22Fred Stockholder,, "The Triple Vision in Joyce Cary's 
First Trilogy," Modern Fiction Studies. IX (Autumn, 1962), 
231-244. 
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first seduction by a woman. The experience gained from 

woman gives the artist greater' creative powers than he had 

before his fall. Another point to be made against Mr. 

Stockholder's evaluation of "The Fall" is the fact that 

Jimson is clearly an anarchist who believes in no law, least 

of all arbitrary moral laws imposed by man. Clearly, in view 

of Gulley's personal philosophy, one can see that his paint-

ing concerns the universal fall into knowledge which everyone 

must go through if he is ever to have any understanding of 

his cosmos. 

"The Raising of Lazarus," Gulley's second major paint-

ing in The Horse's Mouth, has a theme of resurrection. The 

biblical Lazarus being raised from the dead by Christ is the 

focal point of Gulley's wall painting until' he becomes involved 

in drawing feet. In fact, Jimson becomes so obsessed with 

painting feet that by the time he returns to creating Lazarus 

and his grave, the Beeders return to find what Gulley has been 

doing with their possessions. Because of his timely and 

necessary exit, Gulley leaves his resurrection painting 

unfinished. 

In "The Creation," however, Gulley hopes to surpass all 

of his previous paintings. He sees his painting as an 

apocalypse which portrays eternal forms. Not only does the 

whale with the female head represent eternal woman, but 

Jimson speaks of the sea and the rock of his painting as 

being "eternal" (p. 307). 
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Basically, then, Jimson wishes to depict a pattern for 

life in his paintings: the rise and fall pattern which 

Blake exhibits in his poetry. The four boundaries of the 

world are only two--fall and redemption, which is a form of 

creation. This is the essential message which Jimson expresses 

in both his paintings and words. Man must fall into know-

ledge of himself in order to understand hi3 cosmos. Life 

is structured on a rise and fall pattern; one must fall into 

knowledge, rise (recreate) through imaginative effort, and 

fall again only to gain more insight. Blake has this vision 

which he portrays in great detail in his mythology. But 

Jimson manages to simplify this view of life. 

Thus Gulley Jimson is a prophet in the sense that he 

interprets what his inner spirit reveals to be true-. His 

imaginative visions are portrayed in his paintings. Jimson's 

talent enables him to further extend his powers from one 

who merely has sharp insight into the nature of the world to 

one who can reveal it. The fact that Blake inspires Gulley 

to explore his self in order to discover inner reality must 

not be overlooked. For in following Blake's example, Gulley 

discovers the same eternal truths as his predecessor, and 

becomes a prophet in. much the same way as Blake was. Because 

he sees truth,, his obligation as an artist is . to illustrate 

it through his medium in hopes that those who follow him 

might see his version of reality also. 



CHAPTER V 

THE FUNCTION OF "THE MENTAL TRAVELLER" 

IN THE HORSE'S MOUTH 

Basic for an understanding of The Horse'3 Mouth is 

Blake's poem, "The Mental Traveller." This poem is so 

deeply interwoven into Cary's novel that it is difficult 

to discern a concrete beginning or ending to the relation-

ship which exists between these two works. Indeed, it 

appears that just as Blake's poem ends with an inception of 

a new cycle, Gulley's death brings about the debut of a new 

artist, Nosy Barbon. The significance of Blake's poem 

touches every aspect of Gulley's life: his early family 

life, his love for Sara Monday, and his art. However, it 

should be noted that portions of the poem incorporated into 

Cary's novel are sometimes used out of context. This indi-

cates that Cary manipulates Blake's poem to his (Cary's) 

advantage. As a consequence, one should primarily analyze 

the poem as Gulley Jimson uses it, with only secondary empha-

sis on Blakean meaning. These two interpretations merge at 

times—for instance,, in Gulley's explaining his life with 

Sara and in describing his: becoming an artist. The story 

of Gulley's mother appears to be an exception to a strict 

Blakean interpretation. Through a careful study of "The 

74 
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Mental Traveller" as Gulley Jim3on applies It, the reader 

can realize the deep relationship existing between Blake and 

Jimson. 

The poem basically involves a mental journey of the 

artist-hero. As an infant the male character is given to 

a "Woman Old" who crucifies him and . .lives upon his 

shrieks & cries."1 The old woman stifles all creativity as 

seen in the infliction of five wounds which parallel the five 

.2 
senses: 

She binds iron thorns around his head, 
She pierces both his hands & feet, 
She cuts his heart out at his side 
To make it feel both cold & heat.^ 

As the "Woman Old" grows young, the male gains strength until, 

as a youth, he 11. . .rends up his Manacles/And binds her down 

for his delight."^ When the youth conquers the "Woman Old," 

who has metamorphosized into a "Virgin Bright," she becomes 

his ". . .Garden fruitful seventy fold."^ The garden is 

obviously a reference to the state of Beulah, where the seeds 

of artistic ideas originate. However, the youth soon ages, 

and with age his freshness and strength fade. He becomes an 

"aged shadow," giving away gems and riches. Hazard Adams 

explains the meaning of this wealth in the following manner: 

"^Geoffrey Keynes, editor, The Poetry and Prose of 
William Blake (London, 194-8), p« 111. 

2 
Hazard Adams, William Blake : A Reading of the Shorter 

Poems (Seattle, 1963), p. 89. 

"^Keynes, p. 111. ^Ibid. 

-'ibid. 
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"The gems and gold are the materialistic results of his 

'husbandry'; they are, however, an abstraction from true 

fs 

creation, images of hard matter with monetary value." In 

other words, the gems and gold are representative of expe-

rience gained from life. But the "aged shadow" converts 

these riches into materialistic forms and feeds on them:? 

They are his meat, they are his -drink; 
He feeds the Beggar & the Poor 
And the wayfaring Traveller: 
For ever open is his door. 

Adams states that this stanza illustrates the stagnation of 

. 9 « 

the hero s ideas. The artist s conceptions have become 

formalized. However, a new female is born and, with her aid, 

the artist is able to drive out the "aged Host." Because 

she is looking for the purely creative artist, the new female 
10 

cannot tolerate someone who is materialistic. At this 

point, the emphasis is placed on the "aged Host" who has 

been driven away by the female and the artist. He must 

find a new maiden; having lost his garden as well as the 

riches he has gained, he wanders on a wasteland:-^ 
The stars Sun Moon all shrink away 
A desart vast without a bound 
And nothing left to eat or drink 
And a dark desart all around. 

_ - -

Adams,, p., 92. 'Ibid. 

8 Q 
Keynes,, p.. III.. ^Adams, p. 93? • 

1QIbid..p., 94. i:LIbld. 

Keynes,, p.. 112. 
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The state of Ulro la analogous to this desolate description. 

Blake's protagonist has fallen to the most extreme extent. 

However, a maiden titillates the male character until 

he is again an infant and, in doing so, she becomes old. 

The reason for the fall of the artist is that he has been 

looking for reality outside himself -rather than within.^ 

When he is discovered by humanity, this time as a "frowning 

Babe," they shrink back in fear. At this point in the poem, 

the male figure represents a potential revolutionary and, 

like all revolutionary figures, causes fear in a passive 

society.Only the "Woman Old" dares to touch the child; 

thus the cycle is repeated; 

And none can touch that frowning form 
Except it be a Woman Old 
She nails him down upon the Rock 
And all is done as I have told.^5 

One problem encountered in dealing with this poem is 

the fate of the artist and maiden who drive away the "Aged 

Host." Hazard Adams explains that the position of the poem's 

narrator is eternal and that his eye contains the fallen 

world; furthermore, even though ". . .the babe and her lover 

appear in the fallen world, their actions transform it into 

eternity. Thus they escape from the cycle into creative 

life."1^ It appears that the final form of the male babe 

is a debased one, not that of the creative artist of the 

thirteenth stanza. 

1Adams, p. 95. l4Ibld.. p. 97. 

"^Keynes, p. 113. ^Adams, p. 99. 
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Gulley Jlmson begins his narration of "The Mental 

Traveller" when Mr. Plant, a fellow officer of the Blake 

Society and President of the Spinoza Society, accompanied 

by two preachers, converge upon him in his studio. They 

have come to view Jimson1s painting, "The Fall." Not only 

do the visitors lack an understanding of Gulley1s creation, 

but they also try to criticize and to give a literal interpre-

tation to his imaginative work: 

The bloodhound then opened his mouth and bayed, 
"Most interesting, Mr.—ah Mister Johnson. Of 
course, I know nothing about art, but I wonder 
could you tell me if—ah—the human form—anatomically 
speaking, could--ah--assume the position of the male 
figure" (p. 41). 

Plantie, unable to comprehend the painting, makes a desperate 

attempt to explain the painting to the preachers, but his 

efforts only embarrass Gulley. Jimson knows that not one of 

his visitors is able to understand what he is trying to do. 

In fact, Gulley does not know why he is painting except that 

it has become his life* Nevertheless, Jimson lapses into a 

mental recitation of "The Mental Traveller" in order: to 

escape his situation» As in Blake's poem, he becomes a 

traveler in a world of ideas which cannot be perceived by 

a majority of mankind. Gulley makes an effort not to let 

the preachers batlaer him.,, but. he is unsuccessful:. 

Come, I said, you're not one of those asses who. takes 
himself seriously• Tou're not like poor Billy; cry-
ing out: 

I've traveled through a land of men 
A land of men and women too 
And heard and saw such dreadful things 
As cold earth wanderers never knew. 
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Which probably means only that when Billy had a good 
idea, a real tip, a babe, some blue-nose came in and 
asked him why he drew his females in nightgowns(p. 41). 

A direct relation exists between the blue-nosed preacher 

and the "cold earth wanderers" of Blake's poem. The stanza 

also refers to Gulley1s experiences of life, which the 

preachers probably have not had even though they set them-

selves up as judges of Jimson's paintings. The absurd 

interrogation continues: 

. . .Blue-nose gave another sniff and said., "I notice 
that it is the fashion for modern artists to paint 
the female limbs very large. I must not say that 
there appears to be a cult of ugliness—I merely stand 
to be instructed." (p. 41). 

As a result of this statement, Gulley sinks deeper into the 

poem. He sees his visiting trio as trying to nail his vision 

on a rock of concrete analysis: 

And if the babe is born a boy, that is to say, a real vision 
It's given to a woman old 
Who nails him down upon a rock 
Catches his shrieks in cups of gold. 

Which means that some old woman of a blue-nose nails 
your work of imagination to the rock of law, and why 
and what; and submits him to a logical analysis (p. 42). 

After the preachers' departure, Gulley defends the blue-

noses when Nosy Barbon attacks them for disliking Gulley's 

painting. Jimson realizes that society will not readily 

accept change or imaginative creation. Society shrinks from 

new "babes" just as Blake says it will in his poem. Instead 

of being angry with the preachers, Gulley is upset with him-

self for letting the preachers' questions irk him. Because 

of their visit and his anger, he temporarily loses his vision, 
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While Jimson is outside his studio venting his anger, he 

sees a young couple courting. He is still thinking about 

''The Mental Traveller," but in a different context: "Nail him, 

girlie. Nail him to the contract. Fly laddie, fly off with 

your darling vision before she turns into a frow who spends 

all.her life thinking of what the neighbors think" (pp. 44-

45). When Gulley gazes at the sky, the clouds remind hlrn of 

Sara Monday's powder puffs. At this point, Jimson begins to 

recall his early relationship with Sara. As has been stated, 

both Gulley and Blake see woman as essential for creation, but 

at the same time the female acts as a binding force upon the 

c r e a t o r S a r a tries to domesticate Gulley when they first 

live together, but at the same time, she inspires him to 

paint. Gulley remembers the first part of their love, affair: 

How I washed and dressed for her, and let her trot 
me about like her puggy on a ribbon. . . . And when 
I was mad to paint, she was for putting me to bed and 
getting in after me. Stirring all that fire just to 
cook her own pot. Growing wings on my fancy only to 
stuff a feather bed (p. 45). 

Because of Sara's domination of his everyday life, she is 

referred to by Gulley as a "Woman Old." When Jimson realizes 

that Sara is destroying his creative abilities, he, like the 

youth in "The Mental Traveller," gathers strength and reduces 

her ". . .to her proper status as spiritual fodder" (p. 46). 

The relationship existing between Blake's poem and Jimson's 

situation is made quite explicit when he refers to himself 

•^Charles G. Hoffmann, Joyce Carv: The Comedy of 
Freedom (Pittsburgh, 1964), p. 92. 
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as a "bleeding youth" and to Sara as a "virgin bright" (p. 46). 

Yftien Jimson gives Sara a ". . ^bonk on the conk," that is, 

a punch on the nose, be takes the position of the child showing 

his strength. As this energy increases, he is able to escape 

her control, which results in his successful attempt to paint 

1 Pi 

Sara. After putting Sara in her place, Jimson appears to 

have caught his idea of impressionism. Sara is always the 

element of inspiration, but she has to be forced into sub-

mission before Gulley is able to reveal his visions as seen 

through her. During this phase of his career, Gulley becomes 

financially stable for a brief period. However, like the 

artist-hero of Blake's poem, his form stagnates. 

Rozzie Balmforth, Sara's best friend, is another woman 

in Gulley's lovelife. She is a woman whose'physical pro-

portions are so large that she makes Sara seem small. 

Gulley says that when he fell in love with Rozzie he was 

". . .playing the part of poor little Peter Pan who wanted to 

crawl back into his mother's womb and be safe and warm and. 

comfortable for the re3t of his life" (p. 262). Rozzie is 

Jimson's "valley of peace and. joy" (p. 263 )9 but she is unable 

to stir his imagination. Apparently Rozzie takes the part of 

the maiden in "The Mental Traveller" who comforts the "aged 

Host" after he has been driven away from his home. A lasting 

relationship between Rozzie and Jimson would have resulted in 

"1 A 
Hazard Adams, "Blake and Gulley Jimson: English 

Symbolists," Critique: Studies in Modern Fiction. Ill 
(Spring-Fall, 1959), 3-14. 
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Gulley's failure as an artist. As Gulley says, he ". . .might 

have wasted /his/ life on Rozzie and. that kid if it hadn't 

been for Sara" (p. 266). Because Jimson is an artist in the 

Blakean sense, he must return to Sara. He goes back to the 

"Female Babe" and, with her help, drives the "Aged Host" (in 

this instance his stagnant form) away. 

During this later relationship with Sara, Gulley is less 

dependent upon her physically, but he is aware that only she 

can reveal the necessary inspiration in his search for a per-

fect form. Sara, as Mother Necessity, has some early studies 

of "The Bath," which Gulley could sell and, with the money, 

purchase enough paint and equipment to finish his final paint-

ing, "The Creation." Because of vanity, Sara refuses to part 

with the study Gulley selects to sell. In a moment of anger, 

frustration, and desperation, Gulley pushes her down a flight 

of stairs, with the result that she dies. But Sara's spirit 

is eternal, and it is this that Jimson wants for "The Creation." 

She and Gulley escape the materialistic world in the sense 

that, even in death, Sara's spirit provides inspiration, and 

the reader is left with the impression that Gulley's spirit 

is also immortal. 

Two other women who figure Importantly in Gulley's view 

of the "Woman Old" are Coker and Lady Beeder. Coker, a bar-

maid at the "Eagle" and later the "Feathers," is probably one 

of Jimson's best and mast constant friends. She always manages 

to give Gulley food and shelter when he most needs them. 
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But while Coker is helping Gulley, she is after money which 

he owes her. She makes a powerful effort to domesticate 

Gulley, but he always manages to reduce her to the level of 

female inspiration. At the end of the novel, Coker is still 

playing the part of Mother Necessity, a form of the "Woman 

Old," by feeding the young artists who are helping Gulley 

paint "The Creation." But while she orders Gulley around and 

sweeps dirt onto his painting, she is helping him to create 

by taking care of his mundane chores. 

Lady Beeder is a debased form of the "Woman Old." 

She, unlike Sara, Rozzie, or Coker, is Incapable of true 

emotion, which is symbolized by her painted eyes. Her lack 

of involvement with anyone or anything also illustrates her 

detachment from the human community. Lady Flora appears to 

believe that pain and misery do not exist. Because she 

completely ignores suffering, Lady Beeder is on a less human 

level than the "Woman Old." Her apparent generosity of not 

prosecuting Jimson after he hocks all of the possessions in 

their appartment is only superficial. Both Lady Flora and 

Sir William would find the act of dealing directly with man-

kind more difficult than selecting new furniture. Further-

more, Lady Beeder, an amateur artist, wants to destroy the 

creative vision of Gulley Jimson. She asks him to paint a 

portrait of an unnamed general, which would place Jimson on 

the same non-artistic level as she. Just before the des-

truction of "The Creation," Lady Beeder appears with a 
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delegation to ask Jimson to forsake his wall painting. And 

since it is highly probable that she is among the onlookers 

who view the devastation of this painting, she obviously 

represents Gary's version of the "Woman Old," for she over-

powers the male creator and is partially responsible for his 

fall. 

Jimson's entire career as an artist can be placed on a 

parallel with that of the protagonist of "The Mental Traveller." 

Gulley terms the three major artistic periods of his life as 

the Classic, the Impressionistic, and the New Classic, which, 

from all verbal descriptions, appears to be something close to -

surrealism. When Cary's hero begins to relate "The Mental 

Traveller" with this idea in mind, the words are given an 

entirely different significance. Using the'phrase "Her 

fingers numbered every nerve/Just as a miser counts his gold" 

(p. 56), G-ulley thinks not of Sara, but of his obsession with 

art and anatomy class.. During 'the Classic period of his 

career, Gulley uses most of his time learning all of the 

correct forms. After years of hard work, he absorbs the 

Classic formsi "I knew all the rules. I could turn you off 

a picture, all correct in an afternoon. Not that it was what 

you call a work of the imagination" (p. 56). He does not 

attempt to create an individual style or form. What Gulley 

does not seem to realize during the first and second stages 

of his career is that the entire force of art is in its 

associations, and in order to maintain potency, these 
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associations must be constantly renewed as the artist discovers 

1Q 

new forms. Eventually Gulley realizes that his pictures are 

without inspiration. He describes his stagnation with Blake's 

words; 
An aged shadow soon he fades 
Wandering round an earthly cot 
Full filled with gems and gold 
Which he by industry has got (p. 56). 

If emphasis is placed on the word "industry," one is able to 

see the main problem, "industry" implies sheer mechanical 

abilities, which are essential in becoming an artist, yet do 

not make an artist. Gulley has worked very hard on outward, 

mechanical actions. To become an artist in the Blakean sense, 

he must turn inward. 

Fortunately for Jimson, he happens to see a Manet one 

day which is ". . .a little female babe. . (p. 57), that 

is, a new idea of form. The Manet makes Jimson aware of 

color. His first impressionistic attempts are utter failures; 

Gulley describes his problems in the following manner: 

I couldn't paint at all. I botched my nice archi-
tectural water colors with impressionistic smudges. 
And I made such a mess of my impressionistic land-
scapes that I couldn't bear to look at them myself" 
(p. 57). 

After four years of struggle, the new "Maiden" finally comes 

to Gulley and they are able to drive away the "aged host," 

Classicism. Gulley states: "At last I got rid of every bit 

of the grand style, the old church. I came to the pure 

•^jovce Carv. Art and Reality: Ways of the Creative 
Process (New York, 196l7Tp. 72. 
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sensation without a thought in my head" (p. 58). But when 

Gulley is shown some of his "tea cakes" (p. 58)» he becomes 

so nauseated, that he stops painting altogether. He begins 

reading philosophy, arguing, and drinking. This time, it is 

Jimson who is the "aged host": 

He wanders weeping far away 
Until some other take him in 
Oft blind and age bent, sore distrest 
Until he can a maiden win (p. 58). 

He finds his new idea of form when he happens to open a 

book of Blake's Job drawings. And, using Blakean terminology, 

Gulley "falls" into another realm of experience. He begins 

to turn inward: ". . .1 studied Blake and Persian carpets 

and Raphael's cartoons and took to painting walls" (p. 59). 

When he first begins to put ideas into his paintings, all of 

Jimson's work seems to be of no avail; he thinks of himself 

as being on a wasteland: 

The stars, sun, moon all shrink away, 
A desert vast without a bound, 
And nothing left to eat or drink 
And a dark desert all around (p. 59). 

Gulley must reorganize his world in order to present reality, 

as he sees it, in a new form to people. As he pursues his 

vision, he is transformed into Infancy partly because, like 
on 

a child, the artist must have delight in discovery. Even 

though the object of his concern is common, the true artist 

is able to find a new angle in which to delight. 

20 Ibid., p * 16. 
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At this point, G-ulley digresses from the atory of his 

career to discuss Cezanne and the cubists. He sympathizes 

with Cezanne, who had a great deal of difficulty in getting 

his idea of form on canvas. G-ulley says, ". . .He wandered 

all his life" (p. 60). Jimson also explains that he tried 

to paint like the cubists, and, at one time, even had thought 

that he had captured his form, but he was driven out of his 

artistic stagnation. However, the men who continued to paint 

cubistically are, at the present, comfortable and warm, lead-

ing normal lives. They are unlike Jimson, who, at the moment 

he is telling this, is being pursued by the police, is cold, 

and is hungry. Gulley describes the comfortable lives of the 

cubists by using Blake's words: 

The trees bring forth sweet ecstasy 
To all who in the desert roam 
Till many a city there is built 

And many a pleasant shepherd's home (p. 60). 

The problem involved with this "pleasant" creation is that 

it becomes the status quo which rejects all new ideas. The 

cubists are secure but uncreative. 

However, Gulley is wishing for some of their security 

at the moment he is thinking about the cubists. Because his 

vision has become vague and fleeting, he feels old and de-

jected: ". . .tonight it seems that I can't paint at all. 

I've lost sight of the maiden altogether. I wander weeping 

far away, until some other take me in. The police. It's 

quite time. I'm getting too old for this rackety life" (p. 60) 
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This feeling does leave, however, and Gulley conducts his 

life in true artistic fashion until his end: when he is 

unable to paint, he writes. 

Jimson's three epic paintings, "The Pall," "The Raising 

of Lazarus," and "The Creation," can be placed on a very basic 

parallel with the structure of "The' Mental Traveller" simply 

by stating that it is "The Fall" of the babe to the "Woman 

Old," "The Raising" of the bleeding youth, and "The Creation" 

of the artist in his quest for an ever renewing idea of form. 

One must remember that the "frowning" babe of the last 3tanza 

is not the same character as the creator of the thirteenth 

stanza. In order to be a genuine work of art, an artist's 

21 

painting must have universal value. When Jimson's paintings 

are placed on a cosmic level, "The Fall" might be viewed as a 

transgression of law by man; "The Raising of Lazarus" as a 

version of reproduction; and "The Creation" as a study of 
22 

artistic creativity. By using Blakean terminology to 

associate the novel's basic rise and fall rhythm, the following 

can be observedr Gulley must fall into experience, which comes 

with his new relationship with Sara Monday, rise from his fall, 

and create a new vision. 

Three of Blake's four created mental states are represented 

in Gulley's paintings- "The Fall," with Adam and Eve as its 
21Ibld.« p. 33. 

22Fred Stockholder, "The Triple Vision in Joyce Cary's 
First Trilogy," Modern Fiction Studies, IX (Autumn, 1963), 
231-244. 
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focal point, is related to Blake's land of Generation. This 

23 
is a two-fold land consisting of lover and beloved. In 

the land of Generation a unity is formed between the two 

24 
through love and wonder. "The Raising of Lazarus," with 

regeneration as its theme, is analogous to the land of Beulah. 

It should be noted that Gulley calls the Seeders' apartment, 

the location of his second epic, "the land-of Beulah",(p. 158). 

Gulley's final vision, "The Creation," is in his own words 

. .a work of eternity. . ." (p. 309) • This is Blake's 

land of Eden which is made of four essential qualities: 

26 

imagination, love, wisdom, and power. Gulley has had the 

first three qualities since he became re-acquainted with 

Sara; he has obtained wisdom through her because she brings 

back the freshness of his experience with her. With ..the 

money he gets by selling the Seeders a hastily contrived 

study of "The Bath," combined with wisdom from gained 

experience, Gulley has the power to create his vision as it 

is revealed to him. 

An' equally important aspect of the relationship between 

"The Mental Traveller" and The Horse's Mouth is Gulley's 

view of society as a limiting force. If the "Woman Old" is 

substituted for Jimson's idea of society, an entirely new 

^Northrop Frye, Fearful Symmetry: A Study of William 
Blake (Princeton, 1947 )> P« 49. 

24Ibid. 25Ibld. 

26Ibid. 

25 
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angle of the poem is revealed. Gulley is, in effect, a 

P7 

prisoner of his surrounding forces.-1 Society refuses to 

buy any of his paintings, yet it hounds him for payment of 

debts. Jimson has no source of life other than art, but 

society destroys all of his major works. Moreover, society 

is ultimately the cause of Jimson's serious illness. Because 

this idea of society's power has been discussed in Chapter 

Two, no further elaboration is needed. 

Jimson also relates "The Mental Traveller" to three 

seemingly minor characters: to Franklin, a Greenbank ac-

quaintance who drives a grocery van; to Mrs. Jimson, Gulley's 

mother; and to Adolf Hitler. Jimson meets Franklin when he 

is evading the police after making a menacing, phone call to 

Hickson. Franklin is a young man, nineteen, who is plagued 

with boils. He is also experiencing the first pains of love 

and injustice. Gulley says of Franklin: "Three years ago he 

was a happy corner boy, living 'like a hog in his dirty little 

mind. Now he's been stabbed alive. He's seeing things. The 

old woman of the world has got him., Old mother necessity" 

(p. 49). Franklin acknowledges the injustice of society and 

the world, but he feels the anguish of experience; he is 

unable to accept inequity. This character is like young 

Dobson, a small boy who is crying in a tortured manner until 

he realizes that he is not in. private and who then assumes 

^Charles G» Hoffmann, "Joyce Cary: Art and Reality, 
The Interaction of Form and Narrator," University of Kansas 
City Review. XXVI (June, I960), 273-282. 
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a blank expression. Outwardly Franklin Is almost crass, but 

the perceptive person can tell that he is very sensitive to 

social injustice. 

After Jimson's encounter with Franklin, he continues to 

think of "The Mental Traveller" in relation to his mother, a 

woman who manages to provide both paint for her husband and 

food for her children when Mr. Jimson's paintings 110 longer 

sell. Remembering his mother, Gulley says: 

Her vision was, perfect service. And when papa 
stopped selling pictures and she found herself with 
five children to feed and no money, and a husband who 
was already broken-hearted; when, that is, the old 
woman nailed her down on the rock of necessity and cut 
her heart open she carried on with duty and devotion 
(p. 52). 

Mrs. Jimson is able to deal with necessity and to carry on 

her life in spite of it; she rises above necessity. .Gulley 

is able not only to see what a great woman his mother is but 

also that what she does to survive is what he needs to do: 

You need to take necessity and make her do what you 
want; get your feet on her old bones and build your 
mansions out of her rock. 

And she becomes his dwelling place 

And garden fruitful seventy-fold (p. 52). 

The spectre of Adolf Hitler appears several times through-

out Cary's novel, and has already been discussed in conjunction 

with Cary's idea of freedom. The same idea is connected to 

two stanzas of "The Mental Traveller." Gulley sees Hitler as 

a debased form of the artist, inspired but full of awesome 

evil: 

But when they find the frowning Babe 
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Terror strikes through the region wide 
They cry the Babe, the Babe Is born 
And flee away on every side. 
And none can touch that frowning form 
Unless it be a woman old 
She nails him down upon a rock 

And all is done as I have told (p. 67). 

The difference between this male babe and his creative prede-

cessor is that Blake uses the adjective "frowning" to describe 

him. Also, in a stanza which Cary omits, the male character 

is described as having, a withered arm. 

Gulley is discussing current events with his friends 

when he begins to think about Hilter. He is seemingly un-

concerned about the growing strength of Hitler because he 

knows that his downfall will come. Hitler will be a victim 

of necessity just like everyone else, and after his demise, 

a new cycle will begin. 
* 

As has been briefly mentioned, Gulley has to reorganize 

his world before entering the final stage of his artistic 

eareer. This reorganization is another phase of "The Mental 

Traveller" closely associated with The Horse's Mouth. The 

poem depicts Blake1s innocence-through-experience cycle: the 

"Woman Old" becomes a "Virgin Bright" and returns again.to 

her aged state; the male babe becomes a "bleeding youth," 

"aged host," infant,, and old man.. Although Gulley is.not 

young when he meets Sara,, he mu3t go through both sexual and 

spiritual rites with her in order to gain knowledge.. From 

this experience he can. find an entirely new aspect of know-

ledge in which to delight. Sara has had uncountable love 
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experiences, yet she is able to maintain her innocence, mostly 

by believing that her actions have helped people. Gulley says 

of Sara: 

That the soul of innocence, maidenhood, could never 
be destroyed as long as it lived in the free spirit. 
For it would always be new created in real virginity. 
The virginity of the soul which never allows experience 
to grow stale. Which never allows custom to hide the 
wonders of love (p. 104). 

Because Sara represents' all that is womanly to Gulley, she 

is seen by him as primal woman, Eve. Jirnson, having the 

same eternal innocence of spirit, is primal man, Adam. 

Gulley-Adam and Sara-Eve repeat their eternal cycles of fall 

and rise just as Blake's male and female characters do. The 

artist must gain and renew his vision through an Eve. He 

cannot create the essential, but is only able to take a 

primary creation and use it as a basis for his work of im-

28 

agination. ' As a consequence, Gulley, as a human being, is 

not able to completely free himself from Sara; nor is Blake's 

character ever rid of the "Woman Old." Both female creatures 

free the males in order that they might be able to create. 

Sara is the inspiration of "The Creation." As a universal 

force, she reveals portions of the eternal world to Gulley. 

"The Creation" has great significance in that it is a creation 

instead of a crucifixion; thus the cycle of "The Mental 
it 29 Traveller is renewed. 

28h offmann, Joyce Carv. p. 96. 
29 
George Woodcock, "Citizens of Babel, A Study of Joyce 

Cary," Queens Quarterly. LXIII (Summer, 1956-), 236-246. 
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